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Introductory remarks 

Since the end of my PhD thesis in November 1991, I worked mainly on the study of the 
spin of the nucléon, in the SMC and in the COMPASS collaborations. However, just after 
my PhD, I spent some time doing pre-studies for a M0ller and a Compton polarimeter 
for JLab and writing a proposal in the framework of the ELFE project. I also taught 
hadronic physics at the DEA Champs Particules Matière in Orsay for five years. 

This report is restricted to my main activity. It includes a pedagogical introduction of 
some 60 pages to the topic of the spin of the nucléon and to the activities of the SMC 
and COMPASS collaborations. Since it is supposed to be a pedagogical text it includes 
only a limited set of references, but it refers to several reviews which include many more 
references. The text was finished in spring 2004 and the last pages present a status of 
the field at this time. They were not updated after the several months of administrative 
delay before the defense of the habilitation. 

This introductory text is accompanied by several publications, proceedings or internal 
notes which are particularly related to my personal contributions, namely : 

• Publications : 

- Phys. Rev. D56 (1997) 5330. Detailed description of the SMC experiment. I 
had an important contribution to the sections describing the theory and the 
analysis. 

- Phys. Lett. B420 (1998) 180. Description of the semi-inclusive analysis of 
SMC data, which I coordinated. 

• Proceedings describing work which I performed : 

- NIM A356 (1995) 96. Description of SMC Polarized Target control. 

- Nucl. Phys. A711 (2002) 56c. An estimate of COMPASS possibilities in terms 
of transversity with the SMC PT magnet of limited acceptance. 

• Internal notes (work performed essentially by me, with the exception of the align
ment which I supervised.) 

- SMC 1996-09. Describes how to apply correctly radiative corrections to the 
SMC data. 

- COMPASS 2000-13. An analytical determination, event by event, of the D° 
mass resolution. 



- COMPASS 2002-2. An evaluation of the open charm channel in COMPASS. 

- COMPASS 2003-4. The COMPASS detector alignment procedure. 

- COMPASS 2004-3. Weighted method for asymmetry extraction. 

- COMPASS 2004-4. Semi-inclusive correlations (work performed at the SMC 
time but released as a note only for the analysis of COMPASS data). 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The atomic nucleus is made of protons and neutrons, which we call nucléons since they 
are the constituents of the nucleus. Nucléons themselves have a structure: they are made 
of quarks. The role of hadronic physics is to understand the structure of these nucléons 
and more generally of the large spectrum of other particles made of quarks and which are 
generically called hadrons. 

A large part of our understanding of the hadron structure arises from the Quark Model 
(QM) which provides a good description of the hadron spectrum and for instance predic
tions for their magnetic moments [1]. The QM is a model in terms of constituent quarks, 
which are effective degrees of freedom. These constituent quarks have a structure, their 
mass is about one third of the nucléon mass and they carry the hadron quantum numbers. 

Our knowledge of the hadron structure also relies on a gauge theory of the strong interac
tion, called the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). The quarks of QCD are fundamental 
degrees of freedom, pointlike and structureless and they interact through the exchange 
of gluons. Three flavors of quarks, up (u), down (d) and strange (s), have a low mass 
compared to the nucléon and contribute significantly to its structure. The contribution 
from the three heavy quarks flavors, charm (c), bottom (b) and top (t), is essentially 
negligible. 

However, the perturbative approach used to solve QCD equations can only be applied 
at high energy, where the coupling constant is small. At low energy it is of the order of 
unity, so we cannot compute the hadron structure from QCD. In these conditions, the 
QM, even being just a model, remains very relevant and understanding the relationship 
between the QM and QCD is of great importance. In this framework we will see that the 
issue of the spin of the nucléon appears particularly interesting. 

The nucléon is a spin 1/2 particle. This spin can be decomposed into the contributions of 
its constituents : 

\ = \AZ + Ag + Lq + Lg. (1.1) 

5 
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Here, AS is the total number of quarks with spin parallel to the spin of the nucléon minus 
the number of quarks with spin anti-parallel; once weighted by the spin of the quark, 
i.e. 1/2, this is the contribution from the spin of the quarks to the nucléon spin. Similarly, 
Ag is the contribution from the spin of the gluons (which have spin 1). Finally, Lq and 
Lg are the contributions from the orbital momentum of quarks and gluons, respectively. 

In its simplest configuration, the nucléon is made of 3 valence quarks, 2 with spin parallel 
to the spin of the nucléon and one with spin anti-parallel, 1/2 + 1/2 — 1/2 = 1/2. In this 
case AS = 1 and all other contributions are zero. We can also have 3 quarks with spin 
parallel and a gluon with spin anti-parallel, 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 — 1 = 1/2, in which case 
AS = 3 and Ag = —1, or configurations with qq pairs (sea quarks), or with non-zero 
orbital momentum contributions, . . . Finally, when we average over all the configurations, 
taking into account their probability, the different contributions can a priori assume any 
real value. 

What can QM and QCD say about the spin of the nucléon ? The most simple, non 
relativistic, version of the QM corresponds to the simplest configuration above, with 
AS = 1 and Ag = Lq = Lg = 0. Including relativistic corrections gives AS PS 0.75, 
Lq pa 0.125 and Ag = Lg — 0 [1]. Due to all the successes of the QM, this prediction is 
expected to be, at least qualitatively, valid. We are not able to compute AS within QCD 
since this is a low energy, non-perturbative quantity. However, it can be decomposed 
into the contributions from the various quark flavors, AS = Au + Ad + As. Assuming 
As = 0, which seems reasonable since it is known that the strange flavor contribution to 
the nucléon structure is generally small, and using the hyperons f3 decay constants in the 
framework of SU(3) flavor symmetry, it was shown that AS ?» 0.6 (see section 2.2.5). 

The contributions to the spin of the nucléon, from QCD quarks and constituent quarks, 
seemed to be quite compatible and it was considered that we had a fair understanding 
of the question. The results of the EMC experiment [2] in 1988 then came as a big 
surprise. This experiment had measured spin asymmetries in high energy muon proton 
deep inelastic scattering and from the extracted spin structure function gi(x) inferred a 
contribution from QCD quarks, AS = 0.12 ± 0.09 ± 0.14 and As = -0.19 ± 0.03 ± 0.04. 
This result was often advertised at this time as the "spin crisis" and triggered a very 
strong activity both on the experimental and the theoretical side. This is illustrated by 
the fact that the EMC paper appears in the SLAC-SPIRES database [3] with more than 
1000 citations, i.e. as the third experimental paper ever, just after the neutrino oscillations 
at SuperKamiokande and the J/ip discovery. 

After a pedagogical introduction to the problem of the spin of the nucléon, this report will 
focus on the SMC and COMPASS experiments. SMC aimed at checking and improving 
the EMC result. SMC also performed a measurement on the deuterium in order to test, 
for the first time, the Bjorken sum rule, which is a fundamental prediction of QCD. The 
COMPASS experiment was approved in 1997 and started collecting data in 2002. Its 
main objectives are the gluon polarization, Ag/g, and the so-called transversity. 



Chapter 2 

The spin structure of the nucléon 

The spin structure of the nucléon, and in particular the contribution, AS, of the spin 
of the quarks to the spin of the nucléon can be studied through polarized deep inelastic 
scattering (DIS). We will first introduce DIS and the so-called partem model and then 
turn to the case of polarized DIS in the inclusive and semi-inclusive cases. Much more 
details on these topics can be found in review papers [4] or books [5, 6]. We will then 
discuss how a third parton distribution, called transversity, appears together with the 
unpolarized and the longitudinally polarized (or helicity) ones. Finally, we will discuss 
how the (longitudinally) polarized gluon distribution can be measured. 

2.1 Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) 

Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) refers to the scattering of a high energy lepton, k^ = 
(E, 0, 0, E), off a nucléon, P^ = (M, 0, 0, 0), as k+P —> k'+X. In the one photon exchange 
approximation (Fig. 2.1), the scattering occurs via the exchange of a virtual photon, q^ — 
kfj, — k'p. The exchange of 2 photons is neglected; it is suppressed by a factor a = e2/4*7r ?» 
1/137 1, which is the electromagnetic coupling constant, also known as the fine structure 
constant. In inclusive DIS only the scattered lepton, k'^ = (£", 0, £"sin#, E'cos9), is 
measured and there are only two independent Lorentz invariants. They can be chosen 
as Q2 = —qft, the invariant mass of the virtual photon, and the Bjorken variable x^ = 
Q2/2Pq which we shall later note x for simplicity. The invariant Q2 is the resolution of 
the electromagnetic probe. As explained in section 2.1.2, in the framework of the parton 
model, x is interpreted as the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the quark which 
absorbed the virtual photon. From the theoretical point of view, DIS can be defined as 
the limit Q2 —y oc at fixed x: we observe point-like objects (only point-like objects can 
be seen when Q2 —y oc) which carry a fixed fraction of the nucléon momentum. Other 
useful kinematic variables are y = P.q/P.k, which in the laboratory frame reduces to 
y = vjE with v = E — E' the energy transfer, and W2 = (P + q)2 the invariant mass of 

1 actually a = e2
 /ATÏTIC but we use natural unit for which h = c = 1. 

7 
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the hadronic residual system X. 

X 

Figure 2.1: Deep Inelastic Scattering of a lepton off a nucléon through the exchange of a 
virtual photon. 

2.1.1 Cross sections and structure functions 

The inclusive DIS cross-section can be written in terms of the leptonic tensor L^v and the 
hadronic tensor W^v as 

dE>dn~Q*EL w ^ [ZA) 

where we have already summed over the final lepton spin, since in practice it is never 
measured. Since leptons are point-like the expression of the leptonic tensor is known. In 
the unpolarized case it is: VIV — ̂ [k'^ky + k'Jz^ + \gp,v\-, where g^ is the metric tensor, 
i.e. a diagonal matrix with g0o = 1 and gn = g22 = #33 = — 1- The expression of L^v is 
symmetric in \i •<->• u, whereas in the polarized case an additional antisymmetric term will 
appear. 

The nucléon has a structure so that the hadronic tensor is not known. However, the 
structure of this tensor has to satisfy some general requirements. The problem involves 
only two independent Lorentz vectors, e.g. P^ and q^, so the most general expression for 
the hadronic tensor is a linear combination of the metric tensor g^ and of all tensors built 
from P^ and q^. The coefficients of this combination must be Lorentz invariants, i.e. func
tions of x and Q2. Requiring parity, time reversal and translation invariances, hermiticity, 
and removing antisymmetric terms since they will not contribute after contraction with 
the symmetric leptonic tensor, the expressions is limited to: 

VVtg f VV2 M 2 t- W3 M 2 t- W4 M 2 

where the Wi are real functions of x and Q2. Current conservation requires qflW
tiU = 0 

and the tensor reduces to : 

W^ = W1 q2 -<r + *"-?*" 
The functions W±(x, Q2) and W2(x, Q2) are called structure functions: they are a parametriza-
tion of our ignorance of the nucléon structure. They are usually replaced by the dimen-
sionless structure functions Fi(x, Q2) = MWi(x,Q2) and F2(x, Q2) = vW2(x,Q2). 
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The contraction of ]JIV and W^v gives for the cross section: 

S S P = w [xy2Fl(x'Q2) + (1 "v ~ n r » ^ - ^ ] • <2-2) 
where the lepton mass terms are neglected (see e.g. [7] for the full formulas) and j 2 = 
Q2/v2 = 2Mxjv <C 1. One can also introduce (see section 2.2.2) the ratio R of the 
longitudinal to the transverse virtual-photon absorption cross-section, R = aL/aT — 

' 2x .F i (l + T 2 ) * " ! -

2.1.2 The parton model 

We consider a reference frame in which the nucléon moves with a very large momentum 
along z, the so-called infinite momentum frame. All masses and all quark and gluon 
momenta transverse to z can be neglected and the nucléon can be considered as a collection 
of massless constituents, the partons, which move parallel to z. In addition, at the time 
scale of the interaction, s=: I/A/Q2", the fluctuations of the nucléon are frozen; the probe 
sees free constituents in the nucléon. In this frame the nucléon has a quadri-momentum 
P^ = (P, 0, 0, P). Let us define by £ the fraction of the nucléon momentum carried by a 
given parton, which then has a quadri-momentum p^ = (£P, 0, 0, £P). Since the virtual 
photon is absorbed by a parton: p + q —>• p', we have 0 = p'2 — (p + q)2 — (£P + q)2 — 
0+2CPq+q2 and £ = —q2/2Pq = x. So, the Bjorken x variable is the fraction of the proton 
momentum carried by the parton which absorbed the virtual photon (when momenta are 
measured in the infinite momentum frame). We have 0 < x < 1 in agreement with this 
interpretation 2. The parton which absorbed the virtual photon has to be a quark and 
not a gluon since the latter does not carry electromagnetic charge. 

One can introduce parton distribution functions (pdf): fi(x) represents the density prob
ability of finding a parton of flavor i with a fraction x of the nucléon momentum. Since 
we sum over all final states X the lepton-nucleon cross-section can then be written as an 
incoherent sum over the lepton-quark cross-sections 3 : 

\dxdQ2)lN^lX~iJ° l \dxdQ2 ) ig^lq/ 

where we sum over the quark flavors and integrate over their momentum. As detailed 
in Ref. [6] neglecting masses ( , d°2 ) = *"/* (y2 — 2y + 2W£ — x). Inserting this 

expression in Eq. (2.3) and performing the integration over £ gives 

2For a space-like virtual photon q2 < 0 and Pq = Mv > 0; so x = —q2/2Pq > 0. We have 
(q + Pf = M%, so -Q2 + 2Pq = M\ - M2 > 0, Q2 < 2Pq and x < 1. 

3 This can be justified more rigorously with the optical theorem. For each quark flavor the photo-
absorption cross-section is proportional to the imaginary part of the forward Compton amplitude. To 
get the Compton amplitude for all flavors, one must sum all the Compton amplitudes; then also the 
corresponding photo-absorption cross-sections have to be summed. 

http://'2x.Fi
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Comparing with Eq. (2.2), where we consistently neglect the mass term 72y2/4, leads to 
xy2F1(x,Q2) + {l-y)F2(x,Q2) = \x{y2-2y+2) Ee,2 / i(i) . This should hold independently 
of the beam energy, i.e. independently of y at any given x and Q2, so 

2xF1(x,Q2) = F2(x,Q2) = ^ e ^ ( 4 (2.5) 
i 

This relation between Fi and F2, is called the Calan-Gross relation. It implies that 
R = aL jaT = (1 +72)^ff— 1 ~ 0 since 7 2 < 1 . It was obtained assuming that quarks 
have spin | . A different spin would give a different relation. The fact that the relation 
is experimentally verified proves that quarks indeed have spin \. Note also that in this 
relation the structure functions depend only on x and not on the resolution Q2. This 
means that the lepton scatters on particles which do not involve any scale, i.e. on point
like particles. The fact that the structure functions indeed do not depend on Q2, the 
so-called scaling discovered in 1970 at SLAC [8], was the experimental validation of the 
parton model. What came as a surprise in this experiment was the fact that this scaling 
starts to manifest itself at Q2 ?» 1 GeV2. 

The quantity J2i Jo X(h (x) represents the total fraction of the nucléon momentum carried 
by all quark flavors. Starting from the measured /0 (F2 + F£) and using isospin symmetry 
(e.g. up = dn) it can be shown to be ~ 1/2. Quarks alone do not fill the momentum sum 
rule. This means that there are other constituents inside the nucléon without electric 
charge, these are the gluons of QCD. 

The pdf's were introduced in the framework of DIS. It is important to note that they are, 
however, universal quantities. The same pdf's enter the computation of many processes. 
For instance the Drell-Yan process, pp —>• l+l~ + X, corresponds to the hard subprocess 
qq —> 7* —> l+l~. The Drell Yan cross-section involves the pdf of q in one of the proton, 
the pdf of q in the other proton and the hard subprocess cross-section, do. It can be 
written as donY/dQ2 = J2qe

2JdxJdyfq(x)fq(y)dâ/dQ2. 

2.1.3 QCD improved parton model 

QCD is a gauge theory of the strong interaction in which quarks carry a color charge and 
interact by gluon exchanges. In contrast with QED, which is based on the U(l) group, 
QCD is based on a non abelian group, SU(3). As a consequence gluons carry a color 
charge, there exists a three gluon vertex and the coupling constant of strong interaction, 
as, is a decreasing function of energy. Quantities characterized by a low energy scale 
are called soft. For soft quantities, as is of order unity and perturbative calculations are 
not possible. It is not possible, for instance, to compute perturbatively the structure of 
hadrons in terms of their constituting quarks and gluons. Quantities characterized by 
a large energy scale are called hard and they can be perturbatively computed, one can 
compute for instance quark-quark scattering cross-sections at high enough energy. In 
order to reach the hard perturbative region the energy should be much larger than the 
characteristic energy AQCD ~ 200 MeV. The precise limit is a matter of some debate, it 
should come from phenomenological studies and will depend on the considered reaction 
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(typically at which energy the scaling behavior predicted by QCD starts to appear). For 
DIS the scale is defined by Q2 and a limit Q2 > 1 GeV2 is often used. 

Free quarks or gluons have never been observed, they only appear as hadron constituents, 
a property which is known as confinement. A real process is always a process in terms 
of hadrons and even at high energy the computation of the cross section involves some 
hadron structure which cannot be computed in perturbative QCD (pQCD). For DIS 
and many other processes it was, however, demonstrated that the cross section can be 
factorized in terms of the cross section of a hard subprocess (involving quarks and gluons 
and computed in pQCD), and soft contributions (typically pdf's) which parametrize the 
hadron structure. The standard parton model then appears as equivalent to the leading 
order (LO) of QCD. A QCD improved version of the parton model can be defined by 
taking some higher order effects into account. 

Beyond leading order, when one goes to next to leading order (NLO), different schemes 
can be introduced to perform this factorization between soft and hard contributions. In 
each scheme there is a factorization scale which defines the limit between the hard cross-
section, calculable in pQCD, and the soft part which is included in the pdf. The pdf's 
depend on the factorization scheme and scale. The expression of the cross section in terms 
of the pdf's also depends on the factorization scheme and scale, in such a way that in the 
end the cross sections are independent of the scheme (which they should be since they 
are directly measurable quantities). 

We mentioned that in the parton model the pdf's are Q2 independent. However, when 
Q2 is increased the resolution of the probe increases: what appeared for instance as a 
quark at a given scale, may appear like a quark together with a virtual gluon it has 
emitted. This results in some slow, logarithmic, variations of the pdf's with Q2. In 
QCD, this is described by the splitting functions, Pqq, Pqgi Pgq and Pgg where Pgq: for 
instance, corresponds to the possibility for a quark to emit a gluon. The Q2 evolution of 
the pdf's is described by the DGLAP equations [9]. To write down these equations we 
must consider SU(3) flavor symmetry which is a symmetry between the three low mass 
quark flavors u, d and s. One can distinguish flavor singlet (S) combinations of pdf's 
with all coefficients identical, like S = u + d + s, and non-singlet (NS) combinations with 
a sum of the coefficients which is zero, like u — d or u + d — 2s. Since Pgq is the same 
for u and d the net probability for u — d to emit a gluon is zero and the Q2 evolution 
of non-singlet distributions decouples from the gluon distribution. The DGLAP equation 
for the non-singlet combinations is then 

d
 q^(X: Q2) = ?^P™ ® çNS, (2.6) 

dlnQ2 * v ' ^ ' 2TT qq 

where the convolution product is defined as [f®g\{x) = l], ^/(-)<7G/)- The Q2 evolutions 
of the gluon and the singlet distributions are described by a set of coupled equations: 

d ( S(x, Q2) \ _ asm ( i * 2n/P w \ / S(x, Q2) \ 
dlnQ2{g(x,Q2) J ' 2K \Pgq Pgg )®{g(x,<?))> [ZJ) 

where n/ is the number of active flavors. If qNS(x, Q2), S(x, Q2) and g(x, Q2) are known 
at a given Q2 scale, they can be computed at any other scale using the DGLAP equations. 
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Figure 2.2: F2(x1Q
2) as a function of Q2 in different x bins. In order to avoid that 

all x bins be superimposed, F2 is shifted vertically by — log10(x). Collider data from 
Hera/Zeus [10] and fixed target data from BCDMS [11], NMC [12] and E665 [13] are 
included, together with a QCD fit. 

The structure function F2 was measured both in fixed target experiments at moderate 
center of mass energy s/s = J(k + p)2 of typically 10-30 GeV and at the Hera ep collider 
at a large i / i of 300 GeV (30 GeV positrons against 820 GeV protons). This provides 
measurements in a very large range of x and Q2. A QCD analysis of all data can be 
performed. One starts from a parametrization at a given scale Ql of qNS(x, Ql), S(x, Q2) 
and g(x, Ql). The pdf's are evolved to the Q2 of the data using DGLAP equations, they 
are used to compute F2 and the result is compared to the data to compute a x2 • Then 
the parameters are varied in order to minimize this x2. 

Fig. 2.2 shows that the DGLAP equations perfectly describe the data over the whole 
kinematic range. Furthermore, this means that the experimentally measured scaling vio
lations of F2 were actually able to constrain the gluon distribution through the DGLAP 
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Figure 2.3: The gluon distribution at NLO in the MS scheme obtained from the scaling 
violations of F2{x,Q2) using the DGLAP equations [9]. 

equations. This indeed provides a measurement of g(x, Q2) as illustrated in Fig 2.3. 

2.1.4 Operator product expansion and sum rules 

Rather than using the (QCD improved) parton model one can adopt a much more fun
damental approach and derive sum rules for the structure functions directly from QCD 
using the operator product expansion (OPE). For a detailed and pedagogical discussion of 
the OPE see Ref. [14]. In the limit x —)• 0 the product of two operators can be expanded 
in local operators as 

limx^0Oa(x)Ob(0) = "£cabkOk{0), (2.8) 
k 

where the Wilson coefficients cabk can be computed in pQCD. This can be applied to the 
forward Compton scattering amplitude 

(T^)AV = (p, A'lVlp, A) = z |c fW 9 a : (p , X'\T(j,(x)l3l/(0))\P, A) (2.9) 

if q is large enough, i.e. q >> AQCD-

The local operators involved are quark and gluon operators of arbitrary dimension d and 
spin n. By dimensional analysis it can be shown that these operators contribute to l^W*" 
as (Q/M)2 _ t , where t = d — n is the operator twist. The lowest possible value of t is 2. 
Twist-2 operators contribute a finite amount, while higher twist contributions are reduced 
by powers of Q/M. 
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The twist-2 quark vector operator Ov,n of spin n (and dimension n+2) involves ^y^D^... D 
and we label Vn its matrix elements on the nucléon, Vn — {N\0Vjn\N). The axial operator 
OA,H involves in addition a 75 matrix and we label its matrix element An. Twist-2 opera
tors correspond to the first two graphs of Fig 2.4. Twist-3 operators involve for instance 
ipy^Gt/j and correspond to graphs like the last graph of Fig 2.4. 

Figure 2.4: The first diagram corresponds to leading twist and leading order. The second 
diagram is still at leading twist but it includes higher order corrections and is reduced by 
a factor as/2n. The last diagram is a higher twist contribution reduced by a factor M/Q. 

The OPE provides an expansion of T^v in terms of u = 1/x. Using the optical theorem 
and contour integration in the complex w-plane, this can be transformed in sum rules for 
the structure functions: 

2 / xn~1F1 = C^Vn and 2 / xn~1F2/2x = C{2)Vn (for n even) (2.10) 
Jo Jo 

At leading order C^ — C@\ which gives back the Callan Gross relation, F2 — 2xF\, or 
R = 0. Going to higher order, the measurement of F2 provides the Vn, which by inverse 
Mellin transform provides a prediction for F\ or R. 

2.1.5 QED radiative corrections 

Fig. 2.5 presents the set of QED diagrams contributing to DIS cross-section up to order 
a3. They include the first order diagram (a) in e2, which contributes to the cross section 
at the a2 order; the emission of real photons (d and e) in e3, which contribute at the a3 

order; and virtual corrections (b and c) in e4 which enter the cross section at the a3 order 
through their interference with the first order diagram. 

In addition to the radiative corrections at vertex which are called internal radiative cor
rections, there are external radiative corrections due to bremsstrahlung of the incident or 
scattered leptons on other nucléons or nuclei. These corrections are quite important with 
an electron beam but muon external radiations are smaller by a factor [mjJujm^'1 = 42, 000 
and are negligible. The internal corrections are proportional to \n(Q2/m2 — 1). At a given 
Q2, internal corrections for muons are smaller than for electrons by typically a factor 3, 
but they are not negligible. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 2.5: Diagrams contributing to radiative corrections at the a3 order. 

The virtual corrections affect the cross section, while the emission of a real photon affects 
both the cross section and the kinematics. The apparent x and Q2 obtained from the 
measured incident and scattered leptons are smaller than the real x and Q2 at the virtual 
photon quark vertex 4. In practice we only know the apparent kinematics. This means 
that experimentally the elastic peak, which should appear like a Dirac function at x = 1, is 
accompanied by a radiative tail at lower x which appears like a contribution to DIS cross-
section. Furthermore, by selecting a range in v the experimental acceptance correlates x 
and Q2 (since Q2 = 2Mvx). At x = 1 the acceptance selects large Q2 and due to the 
form factor the elastic cross-section is very small. At low x we select small Q2 and see 
the radiative tail from an elastic peak at small Q2 where the cross section is large. So, 
within the experimental acceptance, the contribution of the radiative elastic tail at low x 
is quite important whereas the elastic peak itself is negligible. The DIS cross-section itself 
comes with a radiative tail, but without effects due to Q2, so it dies out rapidly since the 
probability to emit a real photon goes like the inverse of the photon energy. 

2.2 Inclusive polarized DIS 

We now turn to the polarized case, and start with the polarized structure functions. See 
section 2.1 and 2.1.1 for the definitions of the kinematic variables. 

2.2.1 Structure functions 

We introduce the spin four-vector s^, such that s2 — —1 and s.k — 0; in the particle 
center of mass s = (0, 0, 0,1) if the spin is along the z axis. In the polarized case the 
leptonic tensor includes an antisymmetric term, which is proportional to the spin: 

Lfiv — 2 KK + * T A - 9iiu(kk' - m2) + î7neAU,a/8ScV] , (2.11) 

where e ^ ^ is the Levi-Civita tensor, antisymmetric in the exchange of any component 
and such that ei2u = 1. 

4If we label q and q' the virtual and the real photons, the apparent Q2 is Q\ = —(q + q')2 = 

Q2 - 2qq' + 0<Q2 since qq' = q0q'0 - qq' = q'0(q0 - \q\ cos%9-/) > 0 and xa = 2M®*+q>) < 2M(i+q'0) < x-
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After imposing the same general requirements as in the unpolarized case, but keeping the 
antisymmetric terms, the most general form for the hadronic tensor is 

W^ = W1 -gT + 
q»qv 

W2_ 
M2 f' ~ V-\q» 

' v PQ „ \ , • Q 
P ôQ \+i£^otp — 

K q J PQ 
\ PQ J 

Here also, the antisymmetric terms are proportional to the spin; they include two new 
structure functions, g\ and g2. 

The lepton beam is longitudinally polarized, i.e. (anti)parallel to the beam direction. 
When the target is also longitudinally polarized the difference of cross sections for parallel 
and anti-parallel spins of the lepton and the nucléon is 

(PAcrn 167ra2y 

dxdQ2 
Q4 

l y_ 
2 

TV^ 
9I{X,Q2) 

i2y 
92{x,Q2) (2.12) 

With a target polarized transversely to the beam direction, the difference of cross sections 
depends on the angle (f) between the scattering plane and the plane which includes the 
beam and the nucléon spin: 

d3Acr r 
— cos< 

8a2y i2y2 (y , n2, , / n2s 
) — r 7 y i - y — ^-0i(a; ,Q )+g2(x,Q ) (2.13) 

dxdQ2d(f) 

In these formulas terms in m2/Q2 were neglected, see Ref. [15] for the full formulas. 

In the parton model, where Fi(x) = \ J2q^[Q(x) + q{x)] and F2 = 2xFi, we have for the 
polarized structure functions: 

^ i ^ ) = ^^2el[Aq(x) + Aq(x)] and g2(x) 
1 g 

0 (2.14) 

Here, Aq(x) = q+{x) — q~(x), where q+(x) and q~(x) represent the number of quarks 
of flavor q, carrying a fraction x of the proton momentum, with a spin parallel (q+) and 
anti-parallel (q~) to the spin of the nucléon. 

We now introduce the first moment, Ti = /0 gi(x)dx, and Aç = /0 [Aq(x) + Aq(x)]dx. 
Note that Aq includes both q and q contributions; this is the usual notation although 
it can be confusing. Aç is the difference between the number of quarks of flavor q with 
spin parallel and with spin anti-parallel, whatever their momentum fraction x. This is 
the total contribution of the spin of flavor q to the spin of the nucléon. We get 

92 

Ti • E ^ ? -Au + -Ad + -As 
9 9 9 . 

(2.15) 

2.2.2 Asymmetries 

The optical theorem relates the total virtual-photon absorption cross-section to the imag
inary part of the forward Compton amplitudes, AU,A 'A ' , where A is the helicity of the 
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photon and À that of the nucléon. Requiring helicity conservation (A + À = A' + A') 
and imposing parity (A\A,A'A' = - 4 - A - A , - A ' - A ' ) and time reversal (A\A,A'A' = AVA'.AA) 

invariances we are left with only 4 independent amplitudes. These amplitudes (and the 
corresponding virtual-photon absorption cross-sections) are related to the 4 structure 
functions by: 

^ i / 2 = - ^ A - i i - i = ^ ( ^ i - S i + 7 22), 

TT 47r2« . 47T2« , . 

K i _ 2 u 2 MK 

4TT2CC . 47T2« 
cr = - r r A i 

K U2U2 MK ^ | - * 

where K = v+q2/2M according to Hand convention [16] 5; aj,2 and o\i2 are the transverse 
virtual-photon absorption cross-sections when the sum of the spin projection are 3/2 and 
1/2, respectively. Note that the so-called transverse photons have a spin (anti)parallel to 
the momentum while longitudinal photons have a spin perpendicular to the momentum. 
The point is that transverse and longitudinal refer to the polarization vector e not to the 
spin 6. The spin average, aT = |(cr3/2+cri/2) =

 ^M~KFII
 m v ° l v e s o m y unpolarized structure 

functions. The same happens for the longitudinal virtual-photon absorption cross-section, 
aL, which is spin independent. Its ratio to aT gives R = (1 + J2)^p— 1 Finally, aTL is 
an interference term between the transverse and the longitudinal cross-sections. 

The virtual-photon asymmetries are defined as 

A
 all2 ~ ^1/2 9\ ~ I292 A crTL 91+92 fn -, R. 

M= T , T = v ' ^2 = ^ ^ = 7 p ' 2 - 1 6 

^ 1 / 2 + ^ 3 / 2 Fl ° Fl 

from which one can derive the upper limit, \A2\ < VcrTaL/aT = \/R, R itself being 

small. Actually one can show [17] that aTL < Ja1,2/2aL which gives a better upper 

5virtual-photon absorption cross-sections are ambiguous quantities, one can always change their defini
tion by a factor if the definition of the flux of virtual photons V is also changed in such a way that the prod
uct IV7 , which is the measurable lepton-nucleon cross-section, is unchanged. This ambiguity is embedded 
in the factor K. The ambiguity vanishes in the limit of real photons (Q2 = 0) since T and a1 are then both 
independently measurable. In this case we must have K = v = \q\ and then W2 = M2 + 2MK. Hand 
convention consists in keeping this last relation valid for all Q2, i.e. K = (W2 — M2)/2M = v + q2 JIM 

6The photon field is M1 = e^eiqx. The Lorentz gauge condition d^a^ = 0 then gives q^é1 = 0. 
Real photons have m 7 = 0 which gives a second constraint on e, namely q.e = 0. There remain only 
2 degrees of freedom for the polarization vector, ei and £2, such that e{.q = 0 and e^.q = 0. Since the 
polarization vector is perpendicular to the momentum real photons are said to be transverse. 
There is no constraint on the mass for virtual photons and a third direction of polarization appears £3 \\ q. 
A virtual photon can be transverse (ei or e2) or longitudinal (e^). 
We can define circular polarizations e^ = (ei —162)/y/2 and SR = (ei +ie2)/y/2. Helicity is the projection 
of the spin on the momentum, en has helicity +1 , ex — 1 and £3 zero. 
So transverse photons have a spin (anti)parallel to the momentum while longitudinal photons have a spin 
perpendicular to the momentum ! The point is that transverse and longitudinal refer to the polarization 
vector e, but not to the spin. 
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limit, IA2I < y-R(l + ^4i)/2. In practice it is found that A2 is even much smaller than 
this upper limit. 

Experimentally one measures lepton-nucléon asymmetries, defined as A\\ = Aa\\/2a and 
A± = Aa±/(2acos(f>). They are related to the virtual-photon asymmetries through A\\ = 
D(Ai + rjA2) and A± = d(A2 — £Ai) where 77 <C 1 and ( C 1 are kinematic factors. 
So in practice A\\ ~ DAi and A± œ dA2. The factor D PU 1~|1~

?/;2 œ y is the virtual 
photon depolarization factor, which accounts for the fact that only a part of the lepton 
polarization is translated to the virtual photon. See Ref. [15] for the expressions of d, TJ 
and £ and the full expression of D, including mf/Q2 terms. 

2.2.3 Intuitive approach 

We will use the Breit frame where the quark momenta before and after the virtual photon 
absorption are such that p' = —p (this frame is also called the brick wall frame). Let us 
first consider the absorption of a transverse virtual photon with spin projection m7 = +1 
by a quark. If the spin projection of the quark is mq = —1/2 (Fig. 2.6 left), the total 
projection is 1/2 and the absorption can occur. If the spin projection of the quark is 
mq = +1/2 (Fig. 2.6 right), the total projection is 3/2, the final quark cannot have 
mq = 3/2 and the absorption cannot occur. The m7 = +1 photon "sees" only mq = —1/2 
quarks. 

y* q y* q 
r\S\f\s*-< r\S\f\s>-< 

1 -1/2 =1/2 1 1/2 =3/2 
Figure 2.6: Spin projections in the Breit frame. The absorption of the photon by the 
quark is only possible in the case on the left. 

If we consider a set of quarks embedded inside a mji = —1/2 nucléon (Fig. 2.7 left), the 
m7 = +1 photon will filter out mq = —1/2 quarks, i.e. quark with spin parallel to the spin 
of the nucléon. So the corresponding photon-nucleon cross-section, which we label a\/2 

since the total spin projection of the photon and the nucléon is 1/2, is proportional to the 
pdf of quarks with spin parallel to the spin of the nucléon, a±/2 oc q+(x). Conversely, a^/2 oc 
q~{x), as can be seen on Fig. 2.7 right. So F± oc (0"i/2 + cr3/2) counts quarks independently 
of their spin, F\(x) = \ |(«(x) + û(x)) + ^{d(x) + d(x)) + |(s(x) + s(x)) , whereas g\ oc 
(°ï/2 — C3/2) measures the difference between the number of quarks with spin parallel and 
with spin anti-parallel 

91 = 2 
4 1 - 1 
-(Au(x) + Au(x)) + -(Ad(x) + Ad(x)) + -(As(x) + As(x)) 
9 9 9 

(2.17) 
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+. q/2 a q (x) aV2 a q (x) 
1/2 ^ V V ^3/2 

Figure 2.7: Absorption of a polarized photon by a polarized nucléon. 

2.2.4 QCD improved parton model 

In QCD the relationship between g± and the pdf's is more involved: 

9i{x, Q2) = \{e2) [Cs
q ® AS + 2nfCg ® Ag + Cf s <g> AÇ i V 5] , (2.18) 

V ^ n / 2 2 

where (e2) = z"fe
n
=1e*, AqNS = E(/ffy - 1)A<&, and the C's are the so-called Wilson 

coefficients, computable in pQCD. At LO Cq = C^s = 6(1 — x) and Cg = 0 so that one 
finds back the naive parton model result, (Eq. 2.17). 

As in the unpolarized case the Q2 evolution of the NS distribution is decoupled from the 
gluon: 

^A,>,eV^C«VS, (2.19) 

while the Q2 evolutions of the gluon and the singlet distributions are described by a set 
of coupled equations: 

d ( AE(x, Q2) \ = as(Q
2) ( Pq

s
q 2nfPqg 

dlnQ2{ Ag(x,Q2) I 2vr P P 
AS(x,Q2) 
Ag(x, Q2) 

(2.20) 

All Wilson coefficients [18] and splitting functions [19] have been computed to NLO. 

2.2.5 Sum rules 

The operator product expansion (OPE, see section 2.1.4) provides sum rules which relate 
a moment of a structure function to the matrix element of an operator on the nucléon, 
(N\0\N). For the first moment of g\ we get at leading order 

f1 1 
TÏ = / gi{x)dx = -

Jo 2 9 9 
1 

ad + -a 
(leading order), 

where a^ = (Nlqj^qlN) is the axial matrix element of the nucléon for flavor q. Mul
tiplicative corrections appear at higher order in the form of Wilson coefficients C\, which 

file://'/Z/Z/y*
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are different for singlet and non-singlet terms. In a "naive" interpretation aq = Aq, the 
total contribution of the spin of flavor q to the spin of the nucléon, and we find back the 
result of the parton model (Eq. 2.15). 

The aq can be combined according to SU(3) flavor symmetry. There is a singlet com
bination a0 = au + a,d + as and non-singlet combinations a3 = au — a^ (triplet) and 
«8 = au + a*d — 2as (octet). At this stage this is just a labeling, which does not imply that 
the SU{3) flavor symmetry is exact. 

The isospin symmetry (or flavor SU(2)) between the u and d flavors is valid to a very good 
approximation. Proton and neutron are symmetric states in terms of isospin, meaning for 
instance dPu = d!\ and dPs = a". We take the proton as reference: â  := a%, e.g. au := aPu = 
0%. The OPE result can then be written as: 

+ \cfao, (2.21) 

with the singlet Cf and non-singlet Cfs Wilson coefficients. At NLO they are equal, 
C\ = 1 — as(Q

2)/7r, but they differ at higher orders [18]. Using isospin rotation of 
electromagnetic and weak current (current algebra) Bjorken showed that au — a^ = 
{plû^j^u — d^^d\p) equals the neutron weak decay constant gA/gv = {p\û^^d\n) [1]. 
Since the neutron decay constant is measured, gA/gv = 1.2573 ± 0.0028, this provides a 
prediction which is known as the Bjorken sum rule [20] and is a fundamental prediction 
of QCD, requiring only isospin invariance: 

r? - T? = \{au - ad)CNS = l~Cm. (2.22) 
6 6gv 

Flavor SU(3) symmetry is more approximate than SU(2). It allows for the octet term 
to be linked with hyperon octet weak decay constants (octet including the nucléon, the 
E, the S and the A): a8 = 3F — D = 0.585 ± 0.025. Assuming in addition as = 0 (few 
s quarks in the nucléon and they should not be polarized), allows for a prediction for Tf 
and r " which is called the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule [21]: 

+ -Cf(3F-D). (2.23) 
9 

This assumption as = 0 also provides, together with a?, = gA/gv and as = 3F — D, 3 
equations for the 3 unknowns, au, â  and as. In particular it gives a0 = a8 = 3F — D. 
So, before the EMC result the expectation was AS = a0 ~ 0.6, in qualitative agreement 
with the QM. 

2.2.6 The spin crisis 

The EMC experiment [2] measured T^ and found a violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule. 
This came as a big surprise. It implied that the hypothesis as = 0 had to be released. 
Instead the measurement of Tf had to be used as the third equation, together with 03 = 

r? 
(n) 

C[ NS 

. v y 1 2 s 36 

pp(ji) 
Ci NS +(-)^9A/gv + ^(3F-D) 

file:///cfao
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9A/gv and a-s = 3F—D, for the extraction of the 3 unknowns, au, â  and as. In the "naive" 
interpretation where aq = Aç, this gave the surprising results AS = o,o = 0.12±0.09±0.14 
and As = as = -0.19±0.03±0.04. This was confirmed later by the SMC at Cern [22, 23], 
by several experiments at SLAC [24] and by Hermes at Desy [25]. 

2.2.7 Axial anomaly 

Classically, due to the chiral symmetry the axial current j£ = ipj^j^ip should be conserved 
and in this case the corresponding axial charges aq and o,o should not depend on Q2. At the 
quantum level, however, there is an anomalous, gluonic, contribution to d^jt? and the axial 
current is no longer conserved [26]. Due to this axial anomaly [27], do,o/dQ2 ^ 0. The 
gluonic contribution to a0 is —nf^Ag, where rif = 3 is the number of active flavors. In 
addition, Ag behaves like l/as when Q2 —)• oo, so that the anomalous gluonic contribution, 
in spite of the as factor, is not a correction which vanishes at high Q2. This makes the 
interpretation of ao and as delicate. On the other hand, as already mentioned, non-singlet 
combinations do not couple to gluons. They are thus not affected by the axial anomaly 
and for instance the interpretation of a^ as Au — Ad pauses no problem. 

Figure 2.8: Experimentally possible values of AS and As as a function of the assumed 
value of Ag. 

Ti or aq can be directly measured and are therefore independent of renormalization or fac
torization scheme or scale, whereas AS, like any pdf, is scheme dependent. The so-called 
Adler-Bardeen (AB) scheme [28] is defined in order to cancel the gluonic contribution to 
AS. In this scheme AS = a0 + nj^Ag and As = as + f^A# so that AS and As be
come Q2 independent 7. The AB scheme is then adequate for comparison of AS with the 
corresponding quantity in the QM which is a low scale quantity, while in other schemes 
AS undergo strong scale dependence at low Q2. In these conditions the interpretation 
of the experimental results is illustrated in figure 2.8. If Ag = 0 the spin crisis remains, 
AS « 0.2 —0.1. If Ag is large enough and positive, in spite of the measured 
values of as and ao, we may have As œ 0 and AS « 0.6, in qualitative agreement with 
the corresponding constituent quark contribution in the QM. 

A measurement of Ag then appears to be needed, both for itself, as an element of the 
nucléon spin puzzle, and in order to be able to extract AS and As from the g\ data. 

7This is not the case of the MS scheme [29] in which AS = ao and As = as, and then 9AS/9Q 2 ^ 0 
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2.3 Semi-Inclusive polarized DIS 

We now discuss what can be learned by requiring a hadron in coincidence with the scat
tered lepton, l+p —>• l + h + X. We introduce the Feynman variable, xp = 2pl/W, where 
pi is the hadron momentum projected along the virtual photon momentum, estimated in 
the photon-nucleon center of mass frame, xp is actually the ratio of pi to the maximum 
value it can reach (i.e. W/2), so — 1 < xF < 1. In this frame the quark which absorbed 
the virtual photon has pi > 0, whereas the other quarks continue in the initial nucléon 
direction and have pi < 0 (see Fig. 2.9). Hadrons with pi > 0 (and then xF > 0) come 
from the hadronization of the quark which absorbed the photon (kinematic region of 
current fragmentation) whereas hadrons with pi < 0 come from the target fragmentation 
region (xp < 0). Of course this is an oversimplified picture and there is not a clear cut 
at xp = 0, but requiring e.g. xp > 0.2 selects a sample hopefully dominated by current 
fragmentation region. 

r\/\S\/\S\S\*~* 

Figure 2.9: photoabsorption in the photon nucléon rest frame. Before the photoabsorption 
(left) all quarks have a negative pi. Then the quark which absorbed the photon has a 
positive pi while the remaining spectator quarks keep a negative pi (right). 

We define the ratio z = E^jv of the hadron energy to the virtual photon energy and 
we introduce the fragmentation functions Dq(z, Q2) which represent the probability for a 
quark q to produce in its fragmentation a hadron h with energy zv. 

Symmetries reduce the number of independent fragmentation functions. Due to SU(2) 
symmetry D* = D% , due to charge conjugation D% = Z?| and finally due to SU(2) 
symmetry again D | = D\ . This fragmentation function, D* = D% = D^ = D\ , is 
said to be favored since it corresponds to the production of a 7r+ = ud from a u quark. 
Similarly, we have D* = D% = D^ = D\ which is the disfavored fragmentation 
function (ûd from a u quark). Finally, we have the strange fragmentation function, D^ = 
D1 = D? = D? . So we have only 3 fragmentation functions is we limit ourselves to 
the fragmentation to n: favored, disfavored and strange. 

In the parton model 

A = F\ = Eqe
2
q[Aq(x) + Aq(x)] 

9\ J2ge
2
g[q(x) + q(x)] 

and for the 7* + p —> h + X asymmetry in the xF > 0 region 

Ah = J2qe
2
q[Aq(x)Dh

q(z)+Aq(x)Dh
q(z)} 

1 T,qe
2
q[q(x)D^z)+q(x)D^z)} ' [ " } 

Due to D* > D\ , the A\ asymmetry distinguishes q and q and allows for a separation 
of sea and valence. The measurement of A\{x), A\ (x) et A\ (x) for the proton and the 
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neutron provides six equations and allows for a separation of the different flavors in each 
x bin, as detailed in section 3.3. and illustrated in Fig. 3.11. 

2.4 The third parton distribution: transversity 

As illustrated in Fig 2.10, due to the optical theorem, quark pdf's are proportional to the 
imaginary part of quark-nucléon forward amplitudes -4AA',A'A- The amplitudes are labeled 
by the helicity of the entering nucléon (A) and quark (A') followed by that of the exiting 
nucléon (A') and quark (A). Note that A' is entering and A exiting. Helicity conserva
tion then requires A + A' = A' + A. Imposing also parity and time reversal invariances 
we are left with only 3 independent amplitudes (see Fig. 2.11). The first two are well 
known, A++t++ corresponds to the q+{x) quark distribution function, *4+_5+_ to q~(x). 
So q(x) oc Im (A++t++ + _4.+_5+_) and Aq(x) oc Xm (A++t++ — A+-t+-). The third am
plitude, *4.+_5_+, corresponds to a new quark distribution function called transversity and 
denoted ATq 8. Transversity was discovered in 1979 [30], forgotten and rediscovered in 
1990 [31]. From a theoretical point of view it is as interesting as the two other pdf's, q 
and Aç. In spite of the fact that it was not yet measured, it is now the topic of many 
theoretical studies and a detailed review is provided by Ref. [32]. 

In the helicity basis in which we have worked, A+-t-+ is an interference term and has 
no probabilistic interpretation. If we now turn to a transversity basis (i.e. we mea
sure the spins along the y axis, perpendicular to the momentum), defined by 11) = 
(1+) + «|->)/\/2 and ||) = (|+) - i\-))/y/2, then q(x) oc 1m (An,n + An>n), ATq(x) oc 
Tm (Afttf — A^i^i) and Aq(x) oc Im(A^i^). -̂ n a transversity basis Aq(x) becomes 
an interference, while ATq(x) can be interpreted as the polarized quark distribution in a 
nucléon polarized perpendicular to its (infinite) momentum, ATq(x) = q^(x) — q^(x). 

In a non relativistic model ATq(x) = Aq(x). However, since rotations do not commute 
with Lorentz boost, this is no longer the case when relativistic effects are included. An 
interesting feature of transversity is that gluons do not contribute to it. Due to their spin 
1, the _4+_ ;_+ amplitude for gluons does not conserve helicity: A + A ' = 1/2 — 1 / A' + A = 
— 1/2 + 1. In this sense transversity spin distributions are more adequate for comparisons 
with QM expectations than traditional quark helicity distributions, which are affected by 
gluonic contributions due to the axial anomaly. 

2.4.1 How to measure transversity ? 

Transversity requires the helicity of the quark to be flipped (see Fig 2.11), whereas all hard 
processes conserve helicity along the quark line. It is then hard to measure; it decouples for 
instance from inclusive DIS (Fig. 2.12 left). The helicity flip requires another soft object, 
besides the nucléon pdf. Semi-inclusive DIS provides such an object (Fig. 2.12 middle), the 

8The notation Sq(x) is also used and the quantity h\{x) = ^ e^Arqix), which is the analog of the 
gi structure function, is sometimes introduced. 
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Figure 2.10: Quark distribution functions are proportional to the imaginary part ofquark-
nucleon forward amplitudes AU',A'A, where A refers to the nucléon helicity and A to the 
quark helicity. 

Figure 2.11: The three quark-nucléon helicity amplitudes corresponding to the ç+ , q~ and 
ATq pdf's. For ATq the helicity of the quark has to be flipped. Note the misprint in the 
helicity labels of ATq in the corresponding figures of the review paper [32] (Figs. 1 and 
9). 

fragmentation function D^(z), which represents the probability that a quark q fragments 
in a hadron h with a fraction z of the virtual photon energy. In order to measure ATq we 
then have to find a way to measure the final quark transverse polarization. This can be 
done trough the measurement of the final hadron transverse polarization9, through single 
pion azimuthal distribution (the so-called Collins effect [33], see section 4.4) or through 
two pion distributions (due to some interferences in the fragmentation process). Note 
that in all cases one will measure the product of ATq(x) by some still unknown polarized 
fragmentation function. These polarized fragmentation functions can be measured in 
e+e~ collisions. Due to the correlation of the transverse spins of the produced qq pair, we 
have access to the squared of the polarized fragmentation functions. 

Another possibility is that the second soft object be provided by a second nucléon pdf. 
The Drell-Yan process, NN —> IV + X, corresponds to the hard process qq —> 7* —> IV. 
As illustrated by the right graph of Fig. 2.12, this hard process can couple to transversity 
in both nucléons. In this case one measures a convolution of ATq in one of the nucléons 
with Axq in the other nucléon and there is no unknown fragmentation function. 

9this can be done for A which are self analyzing particles, the measurement of the angular distribution 
of their decay particle provide their polarization. 
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Figure 2.12: Left: In the case of inclusive DIS, the hard process (upper part) which 
conserves helicity cannot couple to transversity (lower part). Middle: In the case of semi 
inclusive DIS, the fragmentation function can flip the helicity in the upper part, allowing 
it to couple to transversity. Left: In the Drell-Yan process the possibility to flip the 
helicity is provided by the second proton pdf. 

2.5 How to measure Ag 

We concluded section 2.2 with the need to measure Ag. We will discuss the indirect 
measurement through the QCD analysis of g\ scaling violations and direct measurements, 
both with the electromagnetic probe and with a p-p collider. 

2.5.1 Q C D analysis of g\ 

As described in section 2.1.3 a global NLO QCD analysis of all F2 data provides a good 
determination of g(x, Q2). Similarly we could, in principle, use the DGLAP equations to 
extract Ag from dgi/dlnQ2. Unfortunately, in contrast with the unpolarized case for F2, 
we do not have g\ data from collider experiments and the limited range of Q2 provided 
by the fixed target experiments does not allow for an accurate determination of Ag. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.10 from SMC QCD analysis [23] where we see that Ag(x,Q2) is 
indeed poorly determined and a direct measurement is highly desirable. 

2.5.2 Direct measurement wi th electromagnetic probe 

Since gluons have no electric charge they do not interact with photons at the zero*'1 order. 
An interaction is possible at the next order through the so called photon-gluon fusion 
(PGF) process, where the photon and the gluon exchange a quark and give a qq pair in 
the final state, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. In order to determine the fraction, xg, of the 
nucléon momentum carried by the gluon we start from s, the Mandelstam variable for the 
hard subprocess, and write s = {'j + g)2 = (q + xgP)2. We then have s = —Q2 + 2xgPq + 0, 
so 

xa = — - — . 2.26 
9 2Pq K ' 

To get xg one needs to know s = (7 + g)2 = (q + q)2- Since we do not directly measure 
the qq pair, s and then xg are not measured, but can only be estimated. Note also that, 
from its definition, it is clear that xg > x^j = Q2/2Pq. 
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Figure 2.13: The photon gluon fusion process with production of open charm. 

The probability of the PGF process is reduced by a factor as relative to the leading order 
(LO) photo-absorption by a quark j*q —> q (Fig. 2.14 left), so we need to tag the PGF 
process. There are essentially two ways to do it. One possibility is to search for cc pairs. 
The c is too heavy to contribute significantly to the nucléon wave function, it then cannot 
result from the LO photo-absorption process and it cannot be produced either in the 
ensuing fragmentation of quarks to hadrons. The cc pair can be identified through the 
J/M/ meson which is a cc state and can be detected very easily through its fi+fi~ decay. 
However, the cc pair which results from the PGF process is in a color octet state and it 
needs to exchange another gluon to produce a J / ^ and this reaction mechanism is not 
well understood. On the other hand the c results in 60% of the cases in a D° meson which 
can be identify in its two body decay channel D° —y KTÏ (4% branching ratio). The D° 
meson (CM), in contrast with the J / ^ , has a net charm, and this is called open charm. 

For a fixed target experiment, another possibility to sign PGF is to detect a pair of hadrons 
with large transverse momentum pt with respect to the virtual photon direction [34] (of 
course at collider energies one will instead request a pair of jets at high pt). In the j*g 
center of mass frame the qq can be produced at any angle with respect to the 7* direction. 
If this angle is not close to 0 or 180°, the q and q may indeed have a large pt which will 
remain in the boost to the laboratory frame. On the contrary, the quark after LO photo-
absorption (Fig. 2.14 left), and the resulting hadrons, have essentially the direction of the 
virtual photon and small pt. There is, however, a process, at the same order as PGF, 
which also produces high pt hadron pairs, namely QCD Compton. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.14 right: the virtual photon is absorbed by a quark which then emits a gluon. The 
final quark and gluon can both produce a high pt hadron. This process can fortunately 
be computed (since it involves the already measured polarized quark distributions) and 
subtracted from the measured asymmetry. 

2.5.3 Direct measurement wi th p-p collider 

In p-p collisions the quarks from one of the protons can be used to probe the gluons in 
the other proton through the prompt photon production process, q + g —> ç + 7 (Fig. 2.15 
left). So one must select pp —y 7 + jet + X events. The momentum of the quark which 
is probing the gluon is not known, so the measured asymmetry will be a convolution of 
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Figure 2.14: Background processes to PGF for the production of a high pt hadron pair: 
LO (left) and QCD Compton (right). 

Aç in one proton and Ag in the other proton. In addition, there is a background process: 
qq —> jg (Fig. 2.15 right). It can be computed and subtracted since it comes from the 
convolution of Aç in one proton with Aç in the other proton. 

N ^ ; Y 

£* 
Figure 2.15: The prompt photon production (left) which allows for the measurement of 
Ag in ^collision and the background process (right). 
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Chapter 3 

The SMC experiment 

The EMC experiment [2] concluded that the contribution of the spin of the quark to the 
spin of the nucléon was small (see section 2.2). This came as a big surprise and the SMC 
experiment was designed to cross check this result and to make in addition a measurement 
of the neutron spin structure function, g™, in order to test the fundamental Bjorken sum 
rule. Ref. [7] gives a detailed description of the experiment, while the final results can be 
found in Ref. [22] and a QCD analysis is presented in Ref. [23]. 

3.1 Experimental set-up 

The SMC experiment was installed at CERN in the same hall as the EMC experiment. 
A large part of the EMC set-up was used. The main improvements were a new polarized 
target, which allowed for frequent spin reversal by reversal of the target magnetic field, 
and a beam polarimeter, while EMC was relying on a MC simulation of the beam-line to 
calculate the beam polarization. 

The high energy muon beam-line, M2, starts with the 450 GeV protons from the SPS 
impinging on a beryllium target. About 5% of the resulting secondary pions and kaons 
decay into muons and neutrinos over a 600 m long channel and the remaining ones are 
stopped in a 9.9 m long Beryllium absorber. A beam energy of 190 GeV was selected for 
SMC and the intensity was 4 x 107 muons per SPS pulse (one pulse of 2.4 s every 14.4 s). 

A Beam Momentum Station, located in the tunnel before the hall, measured the momen
tum of the incident muon for each trigger with a resolution better than 0.5%. The rest 
of the set-up is described below; it consists of a polarized target, a spectrometer and a 
beam polarimeter. 

29 
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3.1.1 The SMC polarized target [35] 

Butanol and ammonia were used as a proton target; deuterated butanol was used as a 
deuterium target. Some paramagnetic centers are introduced in the material either in the 
form of a small amount of EHBA-Cr (V) complexes for butanol or through irradiation in 
an electron beam for ammonia. 

The target material is polarized by dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) [36]. In a mag
netic field B, due to the Zeeman effect, the energy levels of the two spin states (parallel or 
anti-parallel to the field) of a spin 1/2 particle split. At thermal equilibrium the polariza
tion is given by the Curie law, P = tanh(/iB/kT), where \x is the magnetic moment of the 
particle and k the Boltzmann constant. In a magnetic field of 2.5 T and at a temperature 
below 1 K, due to their large magnetic moment, the electrons from the paramagnetic 
centers are nearly 100% polarized. On the other hand, the nuclear magnetic moments are 
much smaller and the resulting polarization of the nuclei is very small. 

electron 1 nucleus 

(a) 

TJ 

(b) B 

Figure 3.1: The energy levels of the coupled system made of a paramagnetic electron and 
a nearby nucleus. 

DNP consists in transferring the electron polarization to the nuclei. The energy levels of 
the coupled system made of a paramagnetic electron and a nearby nucleus are presented in 
Fig. 3.1. At thermal equilibrium, the population is essentially spread equally over the two 
lower levels while the two upper levels are empty (Pe ~ 100% and P/v ~ 0). A microwave 
field is applied with a frequency corresponding for instance to transition (a) 1. Because 
of its large magnetic moment the electron returns back to its equilibrium state within 
milliseconds (relaxation). The net effect is a negative polarization of the nucleus. Using 
a frequency which corresponds to transition (6) results in a positive polarization. This 
provides a polarization of the nuclei which are close to a paramagnetic center. The polar
ization then spreads over all nuclei in the material due to the dipolar coupling between 
nuclei. 

The polarized target (Fig. 3.2) was equipped with two 60 cm long cells, polarized in op-
1For a free electron proton system we have the pure eigen-state of Fig. 3.1 and transition (a) corre

sponds to a simultaneous spin flip of the electron and the proton, which is forbidden. The coupling of the 
system produces a mixing of the eigen-states which makes the transition possible with a small probability. 
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Dilution refrigerator Superconducting magnets 

Figure 3.2: Cross section of the SMC polarized target. 

posite directions. The cells were located in the mixing chamber of a 3He-4He dilution 
refrigerator which cooled down the target material below 0.5 K during DNP process. 
When DNP was stopped temperatures below 50 mK were reached. In this frozen spin 
mode the relaxation time of the nuclear polarization exceeds 1000 hours. A supercon
ducting solenoid magnet provided a 2.5 T field parallel to the beam and a system of 16 
correction coils allowed for an homogeneity of ±3.5 x 10~5 over the target volume, which 
is needed for DNP. The 26.5 cm inner diameter of the solenoid magnet corresponds to an 
opening angle of 65 mrad as seen from the upstream end of the target. A superconducting 
dipole provided a 0.5 T field perpendicular to the beam. This allowed for a reversal of the 
spins without re-polarizing: the target was put in frozen spin mode and the dipole and 
solenoid field were varied in such a way that their vector sum rotated by 180° and the 
nuclear spins followed this rotation. The polarization was measured with 5 NMR coils in 
each cell with a relative accuracy of 3%. These measurements were calibrated through the 
measurement of the thermal equilibrium signal at 1 K, when the polarization is known 
from Curie law. 

In order to control the superconducting magnets and the dilution refrigerator we used 
CPUs located in VME crates and connected to a workstation which provided graphical 
user interface [37]. This resulted in user friendliness, high reliability and flexibility. The 
system allowed for control, acquisition, display, storage, and for alarm generation. In 
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particular the rotation of the field was fully automated, as illustrated in Fig.3.3. It was 
then possible to perform it 5 times per day, loosing only 10 mn of data taking time and 
less than 0.2% polarisation. 

However, at the beginning, an important loss of negative polarization was observed during 
the rotation and ascribed to the so-called super radiance effect [38]. This could be avoided 
by degrading the field homogeneity by intentionally mis-tuning the correction coils before 
the rotation. This modification could immediately be included in the automatic rotation 
procedure, which illustrated the flexibility of the system. 
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Figure 3.3: Polarized target magnet control. The left side shows the main control screen 
which displays information on all magnets (solenoid, dipole and trim coils). The trim coils 
can be operated from this screen, while clicking on the solenoid or dipole service button 

service gives access to the corresponding control screens. Clicking on the field rotation 
button gives access to the field rotation screen which is displayed on the right. The fully 
automatic rotation procedure is initiated by a single click. In the figure on the right the 
rotation has already started for some time. The solenoid current is being ramped from 
—416 to +416 A and the dipole is set on for the time when the solenoid current is small. 
The graph on the upper right side displays the vector sum of the 2 fields. 

3.1.2 The spectrometer [7] 

Fig. 3.4 presents a schematic view of the set-up. The incident muon track was determined 
in the beam definition section before the polarized target, using scintillating hodoscopes 
(BHA and BHB) and a MWPC (POB). After interaction in the target the scattered muon 
and the produced hadrons were analyzed in the forward spectrometer which consisted in 
a 4.4 Tm dipole magnet (B8) surrounded by MWPC and drift chambers. The scattered 
muon was identified in a system of streamer tubes (ST67) and MWPCs (P67) located after 
a 2 m thick iron absorber. In total there were more than 100 planes of gaseous tracking 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the SMC experimental set-up (see text). 

detectors. Hadrons could be separated from electrons using the H2 calorimeter with an 
electromagnetic part which amounts to 20 radiation lengths followed by an hadronic part. 

The data acquisition was triggered by coincidence matrices selecting patterns of hits in 
different planes of scintillator hodoscopes (HI, H3V, H3H and H4H). The matrices were 
tuned to select patterns compatible with a scattered muon (target pointing) and remove 
part of the triggers due to random coincidences or halo muons. The triggers were vetoed 
by veto counters (VI, VI.5, V3, V2.1, V2) surrounding the beam in the beam definition 
section, to further reduce the number of triggers due to halo muons. 

3.1.3 The beam polarimeter 

The muon beam is naturally polarized due to parity violation in the weak decay of the 
parent hadrons. For monochromatic muon and hadron beams, the polarization is a known 
function of the ratio E^/E^. For real muon and hadron beams the polarization can, in 
principle, be computed through a Monte Carlo simulation [39] of the beam line. However, 
some uncertainty arises in this calculation from the distribution of the parent hadrons, 
and the corresponding phase space over which the integration must be performed. The 
quoted relative error was 7.5%, which was making it one of the dominant errors of the 
EMC measurement. The SMC then decided to build a polarimeter to measure the beam 
polarization. Two different methods were used. The polarization was measured through 
the energy spectrum of positrons from muon decay, fi+ —y e+ï,

fli
/
e (decay method), and 

through double spin asymmetry in elastic muon-electron scattering (asymmetry method). 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the beam polarimeter for the decay method (a) and the 
asymmetry method (b). 

The decay m e t h o d [40, 41] 

In the muon center of mass frame the decay positron is preferentially produced parallel 
to the spin of the muon. After Lorenz boost to the laboratory frame, this results in 
a dependence of the positron energy spectrum (the so-called Michel spectrum) on the 
polarization, as illustrated in the insert of Fig. 3.6. The setup for the decay method 
is presented in Fig. 3.5-a. Muons could decay inside a 30 m long vacuum pipe. The 
resulting positrons were analyzed in a magnetic spectrometer and identified in a lead 
glass calorimeter (LGC). Positrons from decay which occurred upstream of the vacuum 
pipe were vetoed by a shower veto detector (SVD) consisting of a lead foil followed by 
two scintillator hodoscopes. The measured positron energy spectrum had to be corrected 
by the polarimeter acceptance, which had to be carefully estimated by a MC simulation. 

The MC simulation requires a beam file as input. In 1996 it was realized that the cor
rection related to the inter-calibration between the beam momentum station and the 
polarimeter analyzing magnet was missing in this beam file. After correction the result 
was found not to be compatible any more with the MC expectation and the result of the 
asymmetry method. In addition it appeared that the result was not stable versus the 
cuts. This triggered a new and important effort on the topic, by people not originally 
involved. We realized that the analysis was much more delicate than for the asymme
try method, where many systematic effects cancel in the asymmetry. Since the decay 
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method involves the measurement of the shape of an energy spectrum, it relies heavily 
on the MC simulation, which has to be excellent. All steps were reevaluated: several 
bugs were found; the alignment was improved; the effect of the residual background was 
studied; leading to a re-evaluation of the systematic error which had to be increased; and 
a careful study of all cuts was performed in order to improve the comparison between 
data and MC simulation. In particular the positron identification cut in the LGC had 
to be tightened and combined with some geometrical cuts to remove the class of events 
for which a reliable simulation was not possible. Finally, after several months of work, a 
stable situation was obtained. The agreement of the data after MC acceptance correction 
with the Michel spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The result of the fit over the indicated 
range is P^ = -0.806 ± 0.013 ± 0.026 for E^ = 187.4 GeV. 
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Figure 3.6: Experimental decay positron energy spectrum after acceptance correction 
compared to the Michel spectrum for P^ = —0.806. The two vertical dashed lines indi
cate the range of the fit. The dependence of the Michel spectrum upon polarization is 
illustrated in the insert. 

The asymmetry method [41] 

The measured elastic muon-electron scattering asymmetry, Aexp, is related to the physics 
asymmetry, A^, by Aexp(y^e) = PeP^A^e{y^e), where Pe is the electron polarization. 
The physics asymmetry A^ is known precisely from QED. So once Pe is known, the 
measurement of Aexp in each bin in y^ provides an independent measurements of P^. The 
setup (Fig. 3.5-b) is different from the decay method setup. The polarity of the analyzing 
magnet is inverted and a second telescope is installed after the magnet. The knocked out 
electron and the scattered muon are identified in the LGC and in a scintillating counter 
hodoscope after a 2 m thick iron absorber, respectively. The polarized electron target is 
made of a 49% Fe, 49% Co and 2% V ferromagnetic alloy. The total magnetization of the 
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target is measured with a pick-up coil. It is principally due to spins but it also includes 
a small contribution due to orbital momentum, M = Ms + MQ. TO obtain M$ and the 
corresponding electron polarization it is assumed that Ms/M for our alloy is the same 
as for 50% Fe, 50% Co alloy which is known 2. The target field orientation was inverted 
between SPS pulses and the target angle with respect to the beam was changed between 
+25% and —25% every hour to cancel systematic effects due to the target field. 

Backgrounds, due to pair production and to bremsstrahlung followed by conversion, were 
strongly reduced by applying cuts corresponding to 2 body kinematics. After cuts, ra
diative corrections to the asymmetry are smaller than 1% over the full range of ym. The 
results of all bins are compatible and they average to P^ = —0.797±0.Oil ±0.012 for E^ = 
187.4 GeV. This is in good agreement with the decay result, P^ = -0.806 ±0.013 ±0.026, 
and the MC prediction, P^ = —0.79 ± 0.04, which validates a posteriori the MC simula
tion3. 

3.2 Inclusive analysis 

Deuteron data were taken in 1992, 1994 and 1995 with a deuterated butanol target. 
Proton data were taken in 1993 with a butanol target and in 1996 with an ammonia 
target, which provides a better dilution factor than butanol. For most of the data the 
beam energy was 190 GeV and the following cuts were applied, v = E — E' > 15 GeV, 
y = vjE < 0.9, p'^ > 19 GeV and 6̂  > 9 mrad. 

3.2.1 Extraction of asymmetries [7] 

Asymmetry extraction was the topic of many studies. Here we present the main results. 
The derivations and some more results can be found in Compass note 2004-03 added in 
addendum. 

The numbers of muons Nu and iVd scattered in the upstream and downstream target cells, 
respectively, are given by 

Nu = $nnana(l-fPliPllA\\) and Nd = $ndad<j{l - fP^A^), (3.1) 

where $ is the integrated beam flux, nu and nd the area densities of the two target 
nucléon cells, au and ad the corresponding spectrometer acceptances, a the unpolarized 
cross section, / the dilution factor which accounts for the fact that only a fraction of the 
target nucléons is polarized, Pu and Pd the polarizations in the two target cells, and A\\ the 

2As for M we have for the kinetic moment is J = Js + Jo- The relation between M and J are different 
for the spin, Ms/Js = <?e(e/2mc), and the orbital momentum contributions, M0/J0 = (e/2mc). So by 
experimentally measuring M/J in an Einstein-de Haas experiment one can determine the fractions of 
spin and orbital momentum contributions to M and the required Mg/M. 

3Between the EMC and the SMC times the MC of the beam line was improved, reducing the quoted 
error from 0.06 (7.5%) to 0.04. 
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cross section asymmetry for longitudinally polarized target. As detailed in section 2.2.2, 
A\\ is related to the virtual photon asymmetry by A\\ = DAi, where D is the depolarisation 
factor. 

Standard method 

The flux $ and the spin-independent cross-section a cancel in the evaluation of the raw 
counting-rate asymmetries, ARAW and A'RAW, obtained before and after target polarization 
reversal: 

A RAW — 
Nu-Nd A' - K 

^ I R AW — 

N' 
u 1RAW 

K + K 
(3.2) 

Provided that r = naaujndad is the same before and after polarization reversal and close to 
unity 4, the acceptances a and the densities n cancel in the average of the raw asymmetries 
and Ai is given by 

A1 
1 

fDPuPt fi11 

A RAW + A> RAW (3.3) 

where Pt is the weighted average of the target cell polarizations. If, however, r changes 
after reversal and becomes r ' / r a 'false' asymmetry appears, 

A 
1 

false 
2fDPliPt 

1 1 

r + 1 r' + 1 
(3.4) 

Weighted method 

Equation (3.3) is not optimal from a statistical point of view because it gives the same 
weight to all events, independently of how much information they carry on the asymmetry. 
This depends on fDP^ and then on event kinematics. A weighted method was developed, 
where each event is weighted by its individual weight, w = fDP^ , and the asymmetry is 
obtained as 

Al = -é> E w u - E w d 
+ 

E w d - E « « u 

, E < + Ewd/ \T,wl + Y2wlJ 
where Yl indicates a sum over the events. The statistical error is then 

(3.5) 

SA1 = + 2Pt\ V M + I>d/ V^>d + £ < 
(3.6) 

which is smaller that the error obtained using Eq. (3.3) by a factor (w2}/(w)2 = 1 + 
a2

J/(w)2, where <r̂  is the variance of the weight. The larger aw/(w), the larger the gain 
in statistics with the weighted method. 

^actually a workaround can be found if r is far from unity, as explained in the note in addendum. 
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Any quantity which depends only on the event kinematics can be included in the weight 
but one should not include a time dependent quantity like PT- In this case the cancellation 
of the acceptance would not be warranted any more and important false asymmetries could 
appear. This is what happened in a first analysis of transverse asymmetries. In transverse 
mode PT is regularly decreasing with time because polarization by DNP cannot be applied 
with the transverse magnetic field. This first analysis was giving large negative transverse 
asymmetries at small x which disappeared when PT was removed from the weight, as 
shown in Fig. 3.7. 

10 10 ' 10 

Figure 3.7: Results of the first analysis of A2 (full circles) and published results (open 
circles). 

3.2.2 Radiative corrections 

In the first SMC analysis the radiative corrections were not properly applied. This is de
tailed in SMC note 96/09 added in addendum where a correct procedure is also described. 
Here we give a short description of the correct procedure. 

QED radiative corrections (see section 2.1.5) are applied to convert the measured asym
metries (Eq. 3.5) to one-photon exchange asymmetries. These corrections are calculated 
using: 

âT = vâ1^ + âtaii, AaT = vAa1^ + AataU, (3.7) 

where <7T is the total, i.e. measured, spin-independent cross-section, <rl7 is the correspond
ing one-photon exchange cross-section, and <7taii is the contribution to <rT from the elastic, 
the quasi-elastic and the inelastic radiative tails. The corresponding differences of cross 
sections, for anti-parallel and parallel orientations of lepton and target spins, are denoted 
by ACT. The factor v accounts for virtual radiative corrections and also includes the effect 
of the emission of real photons of low energy (low enough so that the event remains in a 
given x bin). By varying the size of the bin, one can move contributions from the inelastic 
radiative tail to the factor v. The decomposition in Eq. 3.7 is therefore to some extent am
biguous. Using the program TERAD [42] we find 0.98 < v < 1.03 in the kinematic range 
of our data. For simplicity we set v to unity in our analysis and attribute all corrections 
tO (Ttadl-

0.2 

0 

-0 .2 
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Neglecting A2 and thus implying A\ = Aa/(2Da), the radiative corrections to the one-
photon asymmetry, A^7, can be written as 

A? = p(A? + A?), (3.8) 

with p = vâ^/âT and A? = Aataii/2vDâ^. 

The ratio <7l7/<rT and the correction A\c are evaluated using the program POLRAD [43]. 
The asymmetry Ai(x) required as input to compute A™ is a fit from SMC and SLAC 
data available at the time of the analysis. The contribution from A\ is neglected. The 
uncertainty in A\c is estimated by varying the input values of A\ within the errors. 

We have incorporated p into the evaluation of the dilution factor, / ' = pf, on an event-
by-event basis. Using the weight w = f'DP^ Eq. (3.5) directly provides Aj/p and then, 
using Eq. (3.8), A1^. 

The probability to emit a real photon decreases as 1/E7. Therefore the inelastic radiative 
tail from a given x bin quickly decreases when going to lower and lower x. The situation 
is different for the elastic and quasi elastic tails. When going to lower x we are sensitive 
to the radiative tail from lower Q2 and the elastic cross section increases rapidly when 
going to lower Q2, in such a way that the elastic radiative tail actually increases at low x 
and p becomes significantly smaller than 1. The first analysis was giving nearly correct 
values of the asymmetries, but the statistical errors were underestimated by a factor up 
to 1.4 at x = 0.005 ! This was due to assuming 8A^ = SAJ instead of 5A^ = (l/p)SAj. 

We found out that the same problem was present in the analysis of the NMC unpolarized 
data. We had to convince our NMC colleagues and they made the required corrections 
just before publication. 

3.2.3 Hadron- tagged me thod [22] 

As explained above the elastic radiative tail contribution is large at low x, which degrades 
the statistical resolution. This radiative tail contribution can be removed by including 
in the analysis only events where a charged hadron was measured. This is the so-called 
hadron-tagged method. At low x, W is large and MC simulations show that for x < 0.02 
the fraction of DIS events removed by hadron tagging ranges between 2 and 7% and 
the method provides a net gain in statistical accuracy. At high x the fraction of DIS 
events removed is larger and the elastic radiative tail is anyway small. MC simulation 
also showed that the method does not introduce any bias on the measured asymmetry 
at low x. So the hadron-tagged method is used for x < 0.02 and the standard inclusive 
method is used for larger x. 

3.2.4 Resul ts [22] 

The measured A\\ asymmetry is related to the virtual photon asymmetry hy A\\ = D(A\ + 
77A2) and using Eqs. (2.16) one can write g\ = F1(A1 + jA2). In SMC kinematics 77 and 
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7 are small and the asymmetries A\ and A\ measured by SMC are compatible with zero. 
So the A2 term was neglected and its possible contribution was included in the systematic 
errors. 
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Figure 3.8: Ai asymmetries measured by SMC for proton (left) and deuteron (right) 
together with other results available at the time of publication from EMC and E143. 
Statistical errors are shown as error bars while the shaded bands below indicate the 
systematic uncertainty of the SMC measurement. 

The final Ai asymmetries measured by SMC are presented in Fig. 3.8. Contributions to 
systematic errors include false asymmetries and uncertainties on target and beam polar
izations, dilution factor, radiative corrections, A2 contributions and R. The statistical 
errors of SMC data are much smaller than EMC and they extend to lower x. The statis
tical errors of E143 at SLAC are even smaller but their data do not extend to as low x, 
which is very important for the extrapolation and the extraction of the first moments. 

The structure function gi obtained from the measured Ai using gi = FiAi = F2Ai/(2x(l+ 
R)) is presented in Fig. 3.9. All gi data at Q2 > 1 GeV2 are evolved to Ql = 10 GeV2 

using gi(x, Ql) = gi(x, Q2) + 
from the NLO QCD analysis 
measured x range give 

gi(x, Ql) — <7i(x, Q ) where g\x is the fit of gi resulting 
23] presented in the next section. The integrals over the 
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0.003 

gP(x, Qi = lti)dx = 0.131 ± 0.005 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 

g*(x, Ql = 10)dx = 0.037 ± 0.006 ± 0.003 ± 0.003 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where the first error is statistical, the second systematic and the third is due to the 
uncertainty in the Q2 evolution. Adding the contributions to the integrals from the 
unmeasured range in x, estimated from the QCD fit, we get 

[ gP(x, Ql = 10)dx = 0.120 ± 0.005 ± 0.006 ± 0.014 
io 

(3.11) 
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Figure 3.9: The g\ structure function measured by SMC for proton (left) and deuteron 
(right). Statistical errors are shown as error bars while the shaded bands below indicate 
the systematic uncertainty of the SMC measurement. The single point at Q2 > 0.2 was 
obtained by combining the three A± bins at Q2 > 0.2 in Fig 3.8. 

/ gf(x, Q2 = 10)dx = 0.019 ± 0.006 ± 0.003 ± 0.013. 
Jo 

(3.12) 

where the last error now also includes the error in the low x and high x extrapolations. 
This is far below the Ellis-Jaffe predictions (Eq. 2.23) at Q2 = 10 GeV2, V\ = 0.170±0.004 
and rf = 0.071 ± 0.004. 

3.2.5 QCD analysis [23] 

All g1 data available were used to perform a NLO QCD analysis using NLO polarized 
Wilson coefficients and splitting functions (see section 2.2.4). The polarized pdf's are 
parametrized at Q2 = 1 GeV2 as A / = NrjfXaf(l — x)^{l + Qfx), where / N(r)f,af,a,f) 
is a normalization factor such that /0 Af(x)dx = r)f. The NS normalizations are fixed 
by rftfe = ± | ^ + ±a8. The A / are evolved to the Q2 of the data using the DGLAP 
equations (Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20), they are used to compute g\ according to Eqs. (2.18), the 
result is compared to the data to compute a x2, and the parameters are varied in order to 
minimize this x2. The resulting pdf's are shown in Fig. 3.10. The theoretical uncertainty 
includes uncertainties on factorization and renormalization scales, on as, on the quark 
mass threshold and on gA/gv- We get for the integral over x: 

A<?(lGeV2) 0.99 toll (sta. -o!22 i sy s-
+-lAâ (th.) (3.13) 

and a0 = 0.19 ± 0.05 ± 0.04. In order to test the Bjorken sum rule the value of gA/gv 
must be set free, which gives at Q2 = 5 GeV2: 

r? - r? = o.i74 ±8:S81 (sta.) ±8:8àS (sys.) ± S (th.) = 0.174 t™2!, (3.14) 
in good agreement with the theoretical prediction Tf — r " = 0.181 ±0.003. 
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Figure 3.10: Polarized parton distributions at Q2 = 1 GeV2 obtained by the SMC from 
the QCD NLO analysis of SMC, SLAC and Hermes g\ data. The statistical error is shown 
by a band with crossed hatch. The experimental systematic and theoretical uncertainty 
are shown by the vertically and horizontally hatched bands, respectively. 

3.3 Semi-inclusive analysis 

Spin asymmetries in semi inclusive data, / +p —> I + h + X, were studied [44]. The same 
kinematical cuts as in the inclusive analysis were applied and in addition z = E^jv > 0.2 
was required. The ratio of the energy deposited in the electromagnetic part of the H2 
calorimeter to the total deposited energy exhibits a peak near 1, which corresponds to 
electrons. To get a clean hadron sample, electrons were removed by requiring this ratio 
to be smaller than 0.8. 

Semi inclusive asymmetries were used to extract polarized quark pdf's as explained in 
section 2.3. The strange fragmentation functions to pions, D ^ ' 1 , was assumed to equal 
the disfavored fragmentation function, D* (e.g. the probability to produce a ud from a s 
is the same as from a u). Due to limited statistics the additional assumption Au = Ad = 
As = As = Aç was needed. The hadron sample contains mainly 7r, SO A S always enters 
together with a disfavored fragmentation function, Aq provides essentially information on 
the non-strange sea quarks and the assumption on As and As has a negligible influence 
on the result. 
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In this analysis one must take into account the statistical correlations between the different 
asymmetries. In the first analysis these correlations were wrong. We re-derived them 
carefully. The derivations and the results appear in COMPASS note 2004-4 included in 
Addendum. We have for instance p(A, Ah) = {nh) j'J\n2

h). 

The polarized pdf's obtained by SMC are presented in Fig. 3.11. We note that the 
polarized u valence quark distribution, Auv(x), is positive, the polarized d valence quark 
distribution, Adv(x), is negative and the non-strange sea distribution, Aç, is compatible 
with zero. The integral are /„ Auv(x)dx = 0.77 ± 0.10 ± 0.08, /„ Adv(x)dx = -0.52 ± 
0.14±0.09 and JQ1 Auv{x)dx = 0.01 ±0.04±0.03. Hermes results, which came later, have 
smaller statistical errors but they do not cover as low x as SMC. 
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Figure 3.11: Polarized quark distribution functions measured by the SMC and Hermes 
collaborations in semi inclusive analysis. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The SMC experiment confirmed the violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule observed by the 
EMC and provided the first check of the Bjorken sum rule. The result quoted by EMC 
is r? = 0.123 ± 0.013 ± 0.019 ± 0.003 while SMC gets Tp

t = 0.120 ± 0.005 ± 0.006 ± 
0.014. SMC improved a lot relative to EMC on statistical and experimental systematic 
errors. However, it was realized that the theoretical error on the first moment, related in 
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particular to the low x extrapolation, was as large as 0.014 to be compared to the "naive" 
assumption of 0.003 of EMC, based on Regge theory. 

Results obtained for g± at SLAC [24] and later at DESY [25] are compatible with the SMC 
results. So the EMC result is clearly confirmed from the experimental point of view. The 
interpretation in terms of the fraction AS of the nucléon spin carried by the spin of the 
quark is delicate. It depends on what is assumed for the gluon spin contribution. 

This triggered a new generation of experiments aiming at a direct measurement of the 
gluon polarization inside the nucléon: COMPASS at CERN, experiments at Brookhaven/RHIC 
and E162 at SLAC. The next chapter will focus on COMPASS. 



Chapter 4 

The COMPASS experiment 

The COMPASS experiment [45] was set up with the main objective of measuring the 
gluon polarization in the nucléon, Ag/g (section 2.5). It aims also at a measurement of 
transversity (section 2.4) and several other measurements with a polarized muon beam. 
In addition there is a full program of measurements with the same set up but using hadron 
beams. 

4.1 Experimental set up 

The measurement of open charm puts strong constraints on the experimental apparatus. 
The cross sections are small and we want to measure asymmetries, so a high luminosity is 
required. Due to the multiple scattering in the thick polarized target, it is not possible to 
separate the D° decay vertex from the main DIS vertex and the D° can only be identified 
by its invariant mass. Therefore, in order to single out the D° —> Kn channel, one needs 
a good mass resolution (and of course a good K identification). This requires detectors 
with good resolution and a low mass to minimize multiple scattering. 

The COMPASS experiment is installed in the same hall as SMC. The M2 high energy 
muon beam line was upgraded to 2 x 108 muons per 5 s spill every 16.8 s. The result of the 
MC simulation of the beam-line in terms of polarization was validated by the SMC beam 
polarization measurements (section 3.1.3). So the simulation is used for COMPASS. It 
gives an average polarization of 76% for the 160 GeV beam. 

Fig. 4.1 gives an overall view of the set-up, which includes two successive spectrometers. 
The Large Angle Spectrometer (LAS) is dedicated to low-momentum large-angle parti
cles, while the Small Angle Spectrometer (SAS) covers small angles and high momenta. 
Both include a Spectrometer Magnet (SMI and SM2) surrounded by tracking detectors, 
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and some absorbers followed by trackers for 
muon identification (muon filter). The LAS is equipped with a RICH detector to identify 
K. Due to financial and manpower constraints, the possibility to build a second RICH to 

45 
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equip the SAS was postponed to a latter upgrade. 

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the COMPASS set-up. 

The SMC dilution refrigerator is used for the polarized target. A new superconducting 
magnet with a large bore, giving 180 mrad acceptance from the upstream end of the target 
cell, was designed. It is unfortunately not yet operational and the SMC magnet with only 
60 mrad acceptance is used for the moment. This implied an unforeseen and delicate re
installation of the SMC magnet itself and of the control system described in section 3.1.1. 
Due to license issues an old version of Unix had to be re-installed with the proper network 
parameters. Then the possibility to communicate between the magnet control and the 
other part of the target control had to be established. The reduced acceptance of the 
SMC magnet has, however, a limited impact on the physics, as discussed below. The 
target is equipped with two 60 cm long cells, polarized in opposite directions. The target 
materials are 6LiD as deuterium target and NH3 as proton target. 6Li can be described 
as a spin zero 4He, together with a quasi deuterium, so the naive dilution factor is very 
large, 4/8=0.5. 

The tracking between the polarized target and the first magnet SMI is under Saclay 
responsibility. This is the hottest region, since after SMI low energy particles produced 
in the target are swept away. Due to the fast variation of the particle flux with the 
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distance from the beam, the tracking had to be split in three zones. The beam area ((f) 
up to 5 xlO7 Hz/cm2) is covered by 5x5 cm2 scintillating fiber detectors built by another 
team. The small angle tracking ((f) up to 3 xlO5 Hz/cm2) is performed by 40 x40 cm2 

micromegas detectors [46] and the large angle tracking ((f) up to 104 Hz/cm2) by 120 
x l20 cm2 drift chambers (DC). The micromegas detectors and the drift chambers exhibit 
excellent performances in spite of the very difficult environment. The micromegas average 
efficiency is 96% and their resolution 92 /im. The DC average efficiency is 97% and their 
resolution 220 /im. 

COMPASS is the first high energy experiment to use the novel micromegas detector [47], 
developed in Saclay. Micromegas are gaseous detectors made of 3 parallel electrodes: a 
drift electrode, a micro-mesh and a micro-strip PCB (Fig. 4.2). The particles ionize the 
gas in the conversion gap between the drift electrode and the micro-mesh. In this region 
the electric field is typically 1500 V/cm and the electrons simply drift up to the mesh. 
Due to the configuration of fields the mesh is essentially transparent to the electrons 
which pass through it and enter the amplification gap between the micro-mesh and the 
PCB, where the field is 40 kV/cm. The electrons then get enough energy to ionize other 
atoms and initiate an avalanche. The resulting avalanche electrons are collected on the 
micro-strips. Due to the configuration of field the ions are collected on the micro-mesh 
and do not enter the conversion gap. The short drift distance for the ions provides a fast 
collection and a high rate capability. In contrast with standard micro-strips detectors, 
micromegas do not have the problem of ions being collected on insulating materials. 

conversion 
3.2 mm 

amplification ' 
100 Jim * 

micro-strYps 
360 | im ^ 

Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the COMPASS version of the micromegas detector. The 
active surface is 40 x 40 cm2. 

A similar splitting of the tracking exists after SMI, where the DCs are replaced by straw 
detectors and the micromegas by GEM detectors (Gas Electron Multiplier). The tracking 
in the SAS is based on GEMs and on MWPCs. Drift tube detectors are used in the first 
muon filter. 

In a medium of refractive index n, particles with a velocity f3 larger than \jn produce 
photons with an angle such that cos 9 = l/n/3. Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH) 
are based on the measurement of this Cherenkov angle, which provides j3 and then the 
mass of the particle if its momentum is known, allowing for particle identification. The 
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COMPASS RICH is filled with C4F10 with n = 1.00153, which corresponds to 2.5 and 8.9 
GeV threshold for TT and K: respectively. The Cherenkov photons are reflected on UV 
mirrors toward photo sensitive detectors located on the focal plane of the mirrors, outside 
the acceptance. These detectors are wire chambers equipped with CSi photo-cathodes 
which convert the photons in electrons. The signal is read on 83,000 pads. 

As in SMC, the data taking is triggered by coincidences between 2 planes of scintillator 
hodoscopes and vetoed by veto counters surrounding the beam. A dedicated trigger was 
designed to cover the very low Q2. In this region the scattered muon is essentially at zero 
angle, but it separates from the beam due to its lower energy and the bending in SMI 
and SM2. In addition a minimum energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeters has to be 
required for all triggers, except for the large Q2 trigger. 

4.2 Event reconstruction 

COMPASS produces on the order of 20,000 triggers per spill with an average event size 
of 35 kB. This corresponds to a flux of 40 MB per second. The total amount of data is on 
the order of 300 TB per year. The data are stored on tape in raw format but the event 
headers are copied and stored in an Oracle DB. Event reconstruction requires about 700 
ms per event in average. Using the CERN PC farm the reconstruction of all events from 
one year requires several months. 

Detector alignment and calibration must be performed before the reconstruction. The 
alignment task is particularly delicate. More than 200 planes have to be aligned and 
at least 3 degrees of freedom must be tuned (the rotation in the detector plane, the 
translation along the coordinate measured by the plane and the translation along the 
beam). The alignment must be performed with an accuracy of a fraction of the detector 
resolution, which is better than 100 (im for many planes. In addition magnetic fringe field 
move the detectors or affect their measurements, which means that we must be able to 
perform the alignment with the field on x. 

We developed a tool which is described in COMPASS note 2003-04, added in the ad
dendum. It is based on minimizing the sum of the x2 of all tracks. This is possible, in 
spite of the very large number of parameters, due to some matrix manipulations [48]. 
The method was generalized to allow alignment with magnetic field on, but a special 
care should be taken not to introduce any bias on the momentum. The tool is working, 
it provides a reasonable alignment, much better than previously obtained with standard 
alignment methods based on correcting average residuals. However, it appears that, at 
the required level of accuracy, the pitches are not always nominal and sometimes not even 
constant over a detector plane. Studies are going on to cope with this difficulty in order 
to further improve the alignment. 

an alignment with field off remains needed in order to get a reference for momentum measurement. 
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4.3 The measurement of Ag 

As discussed in section 2.5.2, Ag can be measured with a polarized electromagnetic probe 
through the PGF process, jg —>• qq. This process can be tagged by the production of 
either open charm or high pt hadron pairs. We will now discuss both channels in the 
framework of COMPASS. 

4.3.1 Measurement of Ag through open charm 

The PGF can be tagged through c —> D° —> KTT. Note that, due to the small branching 
ratio of about 4% for D° —y Kir and in order to keep a reasonable statistics, we will not 
tag both c and c but only one of them. So we cannot reconstruct the PGF kinematics and 
determine the fraction, xg, of the proton momentum carried by the gluon. The measured 
asymmetry will then be an average over a range in xg, A = f AaAg(xg)/ J ag(xg). Note 
that, in the following, when we mention D° —> KIT we mean both D° —y K~n+ and 
D° -+ K+7T-. 

Due to multiple scattering, the D° has to be identified by its invariant mass. In these 
conditions there is an important combinatorial background of Kir pairs of all masses and 
the .D0's appear as a peak in the Kir mass distribution. The D° signal will be integrated 
over a window around the peak. It is then very important to have a good resolution in 
the reconstructed Kir mass in order to have a narrow window and not to integrate too 
much background. 

The D° have spin zero, so they decay isotropically in their rest frame. Their distribution in 
cos 9* is flat, where 8* is the angle of the K in the D° rest frame, whereas the distribution 
of the background is peaked around | cos (9* = 1. The background peaks at lower values of 
zD = EDjv than the D° signal. In order to improve the S/B ratio, the cuts | cos#*| < 0.5 
and zD > 0.25 are applied as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 

About 30% of the D° actually come from the decay of a £>*, i.e. D*+ -)• D°irf (and 
D*~ —>• D°ir~). Tagging those D° with the additional soft pion, 7rs, considerably reduces 
the background. The difference of mass AM = MD* — MDo = 145 MeV is not much larger 
than the pion mass, 139.6 MeV. This leaves little energy available for the additional pion, 
which we call a soft pion, irs. Due to this low momentum a moderate resolution on irs 

momentum is required to get a precise measurement of AM. In addition, due to the small 
difference of mass there is little phase space available for background. In these conditions 
the kinematical cuts can be released to | cos#*| < 0.85 and zD > 0.2. 

In the COMPASS proposal the open charm muoproduction cross-section is evaluated 
starting from the measured photo-production cross-sections [49], multiplying by the vir
tual photon flux and a dipole form factor, (1 + Q2/M^)~2

: with M0 = 3.9 GeV. This gives 
1900 pb for a 100 GeV beam energy and a 0.35 < y < 0.85 cut. With 2 • 108 muons per 
spill and a 120 cm long 6LiD target (see section 4.1), the luminosity is 43 p b - 1 per day 
and we expect 82,000 charm events per day. 
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of D° signal (left) and combinatorial background (right) as a 
function of cos 9* and zD. The lines indicate the kinematical cuts proposed. 

In average 1.23 D° (or D°) are produced per charm event. Due to the D° —>• KIT branching 
ratio of 0.04, about 4000 D° are expected per day. There are reduction factors due to 
kinematical cuts (0.5 for cos#* and 0.71 for zD), acceptance (0.84), re-interaction of the 
hadrons (0.76) which gives a final number of 877 D° per day. For the D* we have in 
average 0.60 D* per charm event, a branching ratio of 0.027 and we expect 295 D* per 
day. Assuming a 10 MeV resolution on the D° mass resolution S/B ratio of 0.26 and 6.7 
are expected for the D° and D* channels, respectively. 

The statistical error on the asymmetry is 

SA = 
1 ^ 1 + B/S 

P.PJD ^/S 
(4.1) 

Assuming 1.5 year of 150 days and an overall efficiency of 0.25 for the beam availability, 
the data taking and the reconstruction efficiency, this gives 5A = 0.076 and 0.064 for 
the two channels. Combining them, taking into account that 20% of the D° sample is 
included in the D* sample, the proposal gives 8A = 0.051 and 6(Ag/g) = 0.14. 

D° mass resolution 

We developed a special tool to compute the D° mass resolution. This is done analytically, 
event by event, as described in COMPASS note 2000-13, added in the addendum. For a 
given track we start from the detector resolutions and the distribution of materials and 
compute the covariance matrix S of the measurements in the different planes, including 
the correlation between these measurements due to multiple scattering. The generalized 

X 
2, which takes into account the correlations, is defined as 

X2 = S \xi 
ij 

F(zi,a)](S ^ijixj F{Zj,a) (4.2) 
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The covariance matrix of the track parameters is computed using the standard matrix 
formulas [50]. Then error propagation techniques are applied to obtain the error on MDo 
and AM. The different contributions to the error can be computed independently: the 
error due to the momentum, the error due to the angle as measured by the spectrometer, 
the contribution of their covariance, and the error due to multiple scattering inside the 
target. 

The full procedure is the following. The AROMA event generator [51] is used to produce 
a set of D° —y KTT events. The tracks are propagated through the SMI field using a Runge 
Kutta method and the trajectories are stored in a ntuple. The set up, i.e. the positions 
and resolutions of the detectors and the distribution of materials, are defined in an input 
file. The mass resolution can be analytically computed event by event as described above. 
This last step requires on the order of 1 mn of a 300 MHz CPU for 10,000 events, after 
which another set-up can be studied. This tool proved to be extremely useful for the 
optimization of some parts of the spectrometer. 

The first result was a determination of the average resolution, found to be on the order 
of 17 MeV. This showed that the 10 MeV D° mass resolution of the proposal was based 
on too naive assumptions. In particular, the amount of material in the target was under
estimated. Fig 4.4 presents the mass resolution and the different contributions to it, as a 
function of the D° energy. 
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Figure 4.4: Left: Different contributions to the D° mass resolution as a function of zD 

for a beam energy of 160 GeV. From top to bottom, the total contribution (squares), the 
contribution from momentum (stars), the contribution from multiple scattering in target 
(circles), the contribution from angle as measured in the spectrometer (triangles) and the 
covariance term between the angle and the momentum (+). The covariance contribution 
is actually negative and we plot the square root of the absolute value of the contribution 
to (8M)2. Right: same thing for the resolution in MD* — MDo. In this case the resolution 
is completely dominated by the multiple scattering in the target. 
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Re-evaluation of the expected results 

At some point it appeared that the new large bore solenoid magnet which was foreseen 
for the polarized target would not be available in time. In addition only one straw station 
out of three was ready. We investigated what could be done in terms of the open charm 
channel with the old SMC solenoid magnet and the available straw station. This is 
detailed in COMPASS note 2002-2, added in the addendum. 

A weighted method was used for the asymmetry extraction. As discussed in section 2.2.2 
such a method was used previously in the SMC with a weight w = fDP^. Here we 
generalize the method including S/(S + B) in the weight and replacing the depolarization 
factor by the PGF analyzing power GLLL- In this case formula 3.5 directly provides Ag/g 
instead of the asymmetry. Due to these additions, the variance of the weight is much 
larger than for SMC and the gain in statistics, equivalent in terms of number of events to 
a factor (w2)/{w)2 = 1 + o^/(u>)2, is also much larger. This factor gets particularly large 
for COMPASS because w changes sign over the acceptance, due to aLL. It reaches about 
1.6. 

In order to obtain the same open-charm cross-section as in the proposal the AROMA 
cross-section had to be multiplied by a so-called K factor of 1.7. The combinatorial 
background was simulated using PYTHIA 6.2 [52] and the S/B ratio was tabulated as a 
function of cos 9* and zD. The mass resolution was estimated with the procedure described 
above. 

Different beam energies were studied. When the energy increases the charm cross-section 
increases faster than the background cross-section; the particles are boosted more forward 
and are more likely to enter the acceptance of the SMC PT magnet; the degradation of the 
mass resolution appears to be limited; and the reduction of {a2

LL) is also small. However, 
when going above 160 GeV one cannot any longer reach the nominal intensity, and at 
190 GeV the intensity is reduced by 30%. The optimal is then a beam energy around 160 
GeV. 

We also showed that once the acceptance is reduced by the SMC PT magnet, most of the 
acceptance after SMI can be covered by Saclay DCs. It was then decided to build one 
more DC station, to keep one DC station before SMI and install 2 stations after SM2 
together with the available straw station. Fig. 4.5 presents this reduced set up which was 
used for the 2002 and 2003 data taking. 

Finally, we showed that the reduction in acceptance due to SMC magnet and the degra
dation of the D° mass resolution can be more than balanced by using the event weighting 
and going to 160 GeV. 

4.3.2 Measurement of Ag t h rough high pt hadron pairs 

As discussed in section 2.5.2, high pt hadron pairs select the Photon Gluon Fusion (PGF) 
processes but also a background of QCD Compton (QCDC) processes and in practice 
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Figure 4.5: Reduced set up with the SMC PT magnet and DCs after SMI. 

there is in addition some remaining Leading Order (LO) processes. The asymmetry in 
high pt hadron pair production can then be written as: 

AlN^hlh2 = {^l){aPGF)RPGF + {Al){aQCDC)RQCDC + {Al){aLO)RLO ( 4 3 ) 

g 

where the (aLL) are the mean analyzing powers for the three processes; RPGF, RQCDC 

and RLO are the fractions of the corresponding types of events. Since QCDC and LO cor
respond probe quarks inside the nucléon instead of Ag/g they involve the Aq/a weighted 
with the squared charge, i.e. the inclusive virtual photon asymmetry At. For LO processes, 
aLL is simply the depolarization factor D. 

If we assume that the direction of the two high pt hadrons gives the direction of the q 
and q of the PGF process, we can reconstruct the PGF kinematics. In particular we get 
s = v2 tan (?i tan #2, where d\ and #2 are the angles of the two hadrons in the laboratory 
frame relative to the virtual photon. This allows us to compute xg = (s + Q2)/2pq. 

The AlN^hlh'2 asymmetry will be measured and A\ is experimentally known. But the 
{(111) and the ratios R have to be obtained from simulations. The uncertainty in these 
quantities will probably be the dominant systematic error. 

If the analysis is limited to Q2 > 1 GeV2 data, one can use a DIS event generator like 
LEPTO [53] to compute the required aLL and R. There is about 10 times more statistics 
if all Q2 are used. In this case the PGF and the QCDC are well defined with a hard scale 
defined by e.g. Y.Pt\ the other processes cannot really be called LO they are rather resolved 
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x ( \i-\i' plane ) 

Figure 4.6: Definition of the Collins angle, <f>c = <fih — <i>s'i in the plane perpendicular to 
the virtual photon direction. 

photon processes. This can only be simulated in a model dependent way, for instance with 
the PYTHIA event generator which uses the vector meson dominance model. 

For the PGF when one of the high pt hadrons is a K, it is likely that the initial qq pair 
was a ss pair and then the second high pt hadron is likely to be also a K. Selecting 
K+K~ pairs at high pt provides therefore a sample with a larger fraction of PGF and 
then smaller systematic errors. Unfortunately, the number of events is reduced by an 
order of magnitude. 

In contrast with the open charm channel, the high pt channel provides an estimate of xg. In 
addition the statistics is much larger but the measurement is not as clean, and systematic 
errors arising from the estimate of (aLL) and R are likely to dominate statistical errors. 
The large statistics should, however, help in mastering the systematic errors since Ag/g 
obtained in many different ways can be compared: the analysis can be limited to Q2 > 1 
GeV2, or performed in some 10 bins in Q2 with equivalent statistics; if all Q2 are used there 
are enough data to split them in bins in J2p2 with different contributions of PGF, QCDC 
and LO; the special K+K~ sample provides another independent measurement; . . . 

4.4 Trans ver sity 

COMPASS plans to run some 20% of the time in transverse spin mode. The three ways 
to access transversity with a lepton beam, introduced in section 2.4.1, will be used. Only 
the Collins effect was studied in details so far. It implies an azimuthal dependence of 
the event yield in terms of the Collins angle <j>c. The Collins angle is the azimuthal angle 
(with respect to the virtual photon direction) between the final hadron and the final 
quark spin, 4>c = 4>h~ 4>s', as illustrated in Fig. 4.6, where we define angles relative to the 
lepton scattering plane. The angle <ps' is not directly measured but the absorption of the 
virtual photon results in <pS' = vr — <ps, and the Collins angle can be expressed in terms 
of measured angles, 4>c = 4>h + 4>s — TT-

file:///i-/i'
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Figure 4.7: Expected error bars on x^2q
 elATq(x) for proton (left) and deuteron (right) 

targets, both for the new large bore (full circle) and the old SMC (open circle) polarized 
target magnets. 

The event yield is then N = N0 [1 ± / P T £ ) n n ^ s i n ^ c ] , where Dnn = (1 — y)/{l — y + 
y2/2) is the fraction of the initial quark transverse polarization which remains after the 
absorption of the virtual photon. The physical asymmetry can be expressed as A^ = 
(J2el^TQ(x)A^Dg(z))/(^Ze2q(x)Dg(z)) where A^Dg(z) is the polarized fragmentation 
function which tells how much of the quark transverse polarization is reflected in the 
hadron azimuthal asymmetry. 

It should be stressed that the measurement of the Collins angle asymmetry provides the 
product ATq(x) x A^D^(z) and that A^D^(z) is still unknown even if it is planned to be 
measured at Belle in e+e~ collisions. A Collins angle analysis of the small sample of SMC 
transverse data was performed [54] and provided an asymmetry A^p7i+ = 0.11 ± 0.06, 
which is less than 2 a from zero. Hermes measured the azimuthal asymmetry for a target 
polarized parallel to the beam [55]. This implies a small contribution perpendicular to 
the virtual photon direction. It is proportional to sin 91 and then to 1/Q, so that it is of 
the same size as higher twist contributions. They measured Av^ = 0.022 ±0.005 ±0.003. 

We simulated a measurement at COMPASS with a 160 GeV beam and the reduced 
acceptance due to the SMC polarized target magnet. The details can be found in Ref. [56] 
included in the addendum. We assumed ATq = Aq and A^D^(z)/D^(z) = 0.75z, which 
applied to the SMC and Hermes cases, gives smaller asymmetries than the ones they 
measured. Fig 4.7 presents the expected measurement for 30 days on proton (NH3) and 
30 days on deuteron (6LiD). We see that a significant measurement can be performed with 
the new large bore PT magnet. At low x, where W is large, hadrons have large momenta 
and are at small angles, they enter the SMC magnet acceptance and the measurement is 
as good as with the new magnet. At high x however the measurement using the SMC 
magnet is problematic. 
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Hermes has recently shown first results [57] with a transversely polarized target. They 
seem to indicate that favored (e.g. u —> TÏ+ = ud) and disfavored (e.g. u —> n~ = ud) 
polarized fragmentation functions, A^D^, could be of opposite sign. 

4.5 Other physics 

In addition to Ag, several other channels of physics will be studied with a longitudinally 
polarized target. Due to a factor 5 in intensity and a factor 2 in dilution factor (equivalent 
to a factor 4 in terms of number of events) COMPASS will get much higher statistics than 
SMC for inclusive and semi-inclusive measurement. A more precise measurement of g\ 
will be particularly relevant at low x where the error bars blow up (see Fig. 3.9) due to 
the factor x in the numerator of g\ = AiF2/(2x(l + R)). This would allow for a more 
reliable low x extrapolation of g± and a reduction of the dominant systematic error on 
I \ and ao. The semi-inclusive data will allow for a more accurate determination of the 
polarized pdf's. In particular the measurement of the asymmetry for production of K+, 
K~ and K° will provide a determination of the strange polarized pdf, As(x). It will be 
possible to measure the A polarization through the angular distribution of the decay 7r 
and p. With a transversely polarized target the inclusive spin structure function g2 will 
be measured in parallel with transversity measurements. 

There is a complete set of measurements planned with p, n, K and hyperon beams. The 
electromagnetic response of unstable particles, like ir, K and hyperons, will be studied 
by scattering them on the Coulomb field of a nuclear target and measuring the Primakov 
reaction, e.g. IT + p —> ir + j + p. This provides the electric and magnetic polarisabilities 
of the beam particle. Central collisions of p beam on p target favor the production of 
glue-balls and exotic mesons and will be used to search for them. Semi-leptonic decays 
of charm hadrons will be used to study Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) and a 
search for doubly charmed baryons can also be performed. 

4.6 Status of the experiment 

The commissioning of the spectrometer started in 2001 with part of the detectors. The 
full commissioning with all detectors was done in 2002 and followed by the first period 
of physics data taking. Data taking went on in 2003 but with poor beam efficiency. In 
addition, the number of days of data taking allocated to the experiment each year is lower 
than assumed in the proposal. The SPS will not run in 2005 and discussions are ongoing 
for a phase II of COMPASS starting in 2006. 

A first measurement of the double spin asymmetry in the high pt channel out of the 2002 
data without Q2 cut was however obtained [58]: 

Afid^hh 
LL = -0 .065 ±0.036 ±0.010. (4.4) 
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Figure 4.8: D* —y D°TV —y Kmr observed signal with the reconstructed AM for events 
such that \MK7r — MDo\ < 30 MeV on the left, and MK7r for events such that m^ + 3.1 < 
AM <m7r + 9.1 MeV on the right. 

Assuming a fraction of PGF events on the order of 1/4, this will provide a statistical 
error on Ag/g of 0.17. MC studies are going on to evaluate more precisely the ratio 
of PGF events and the asymmetry of the background. Given that the PGF analyzing 
power (a^2F) is negative, the measured negative asymmetry is a hint that Ag/g should 
be positive. Projections for the period 2002-2004 give a statistical error on Ag/g on the 
order of or better than 5%, which will allow for several bins in xg. If we limit the analysis 
to Q2 > 1, where the background is easier to take into account as discussed in section 
2.5.2, we loose a factor 10 in statistics but still get an accuracy on the order of 0.16. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the first D* —> D°7Ï —> Kirn signal obtained from 2002 data. The width 
of the reconstructed D° mass is 26 ± 3 MeV. The signal to background ratio is on the 
order of 1. This is not as good as in the proposal due to the degradation of the mass 
resolution and to a still very preliminary RICH analysis which does not provide yet a 
very pure K sample. In addition the number of events is lower than expected in the 
proposal. In these conditions we cannot yet obtain a measurement of Ag/g. The 2003 
data are however already quite better and the problem has been studied in details [59]: a 
complete analysis of all sources of loss has been performed and they are now understood; 
possibilities of recovery from these losses have been evaluated and several additional gains, 
to be provided by a more refined analysis of the data than assumed in the proposal, have 
been demonstrated. Combining all these factors a statistical error on the order of 0.24 is 
expected from the open charm channel out of the 2002-2004 data. 
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4.7 Competing experiments 

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven will operate part of the time 
as a polarized proton-proton collider, with a luminosity £ « 2 x 1032. The STAR and 
PHENIX experiments will use this time to study gluon polarization and transversity [60]. 
The asymmetry in the production of pp —> 7+ jet +X events will be used to measure 
gluon polarization as discussed in section 2.5.3. In RHIC kinematics the background 
contribution from qq —y jg events is small, on the order of 10%. A large range of xg 

will be covered, 0.01 < xg < 0.3 with a good statistical accuracy. The final accuracy will 
probably be limited by systematic errors due to background subtraction and deconvolution 
of Ag (g> Aq. 

Polarized quark distribution can also be measured with a good accuracy at RHIC. This 
will be done through parity violating W production in pp collisions with the advantage 
of being independent of any fragmentation function. 

The measurement of transversity through the Drell-Yan process will not be possible before 
a luminosity upgrade and for the moment RHIC will measure transversity through the 
distribution of pions in particular using the Collins effect. 

There is also a proposal at SLAC [61] for the measurement of Ag/g through open charm 
photo-production asymmetry. Charm events will be signed by a single large pt muon. 
This proposal is frozen due to financial constraints. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

This spin of the nucléon can be decomposed in the contributions of its partonic con
stituents : 

± = ±AE + Ag + Lq + Lg. (5.1) 

Inclusive polarized DIS experiments at CERN, SLAC and DESY measured the axial 
matrix element of the nucléon ao and found it small, CLQ ~ 0.2. Naively ao = AS but 
actually, due to the axial anomaly, ao = AS + nj^Ag. 

A strong interest in the measurement of Ag now exists in the community. Measurements 
of Ag(x) will be performed in the coming years at RHIC and CERN (COMPASS) and may 
be at SLAC. Furthermore, RHIC and COMPASS will perform several measurements using 
different channels. So we will get many measurements with completely different sources 
of systematic errors, both from the experimental point of view and, more important, from 
the point of view of the interpretation. In the longer term our knowledge of Ag might 
be further improved by measurements with a proposed polarized electron beam colliding 
RHIC proton beam [62]. In particular this would provide us with a measurement of g\ 
at large Q2 and allow for a QCD analysis resulting in an accurate first moment, Ag = 
f0 Ag(x)dx. This would also allow for an accurate measurement of g\ down to x = 10~4, 
dramatically reducing the error due to low x extrapolation, which is the dominant error 
on the first moment, Ti = /0 gi(x)dx, and on ao. 

Our knowledge of the different flavors of polarized quark distribution functions, in partic
ular the strange one, will be greatly improved by semi-inclusive measurements at COM
PASS and measurements of the parity violating asymmetry in W production at RHIC. 

Concerning transversity first results have just been shown by Hermes and more results 
will appear soon from Compass and RHIC using the Collins effect. This will be combined 
with a measurement of the analyzing power at Belle. After an increase of the luminosity 
RHIC should also provide a measurement through Drell-Yan, which will be independent 
of any analyzing power. 

The last two terms of the nucléon spin puzzle, Eq 5.1, are very difficult to attack. There 
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is however a connection of Lq with the generalized parton distributions (GPD) through 
the Ji sum rule. These GPDs can be measured through exclusive processes like deep 
virtual Compton scattering, j*P ~^ IP, o r hard exclusive vector meson production, j*P ~^ 
Vp [63]. Preliminary measurements in this direction are going on at JLab and DESY. 
The possibility of measurements with a modified COMPASS setup is being studied. 
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